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Abstract
Semiconductor quantum dots are of particular interest, both for fun­
damental research and possible applications. Quantum dots are con­
sidered to be artificial atoms for which shape and properties can be 
manipulated. Due to the lattice mismatch between quantum dot and 
surrounding material, it is essential to investigate the infiuence of the 
strain distribution: here we use the Valence Force Field method. The 
strain-induced confinement potentials of the Quantum dot was inves­
tigated in terms of the eight-band strain-dependent k.p approach. In 
order to study the electronic properties of Group IV and III-V quan­
tum dots, the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method has been used. 
We implement this method to investigate the electronic structure and 
application of quantum dot in the view of Quantum Computing. We 
have shown, for example, that the leakage of quantum information in 
a double-dot electric field driven qubit gate is strongly infiuenced by 
the geometry of double quantum dot and the amplitude of the electric 
pulse.
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Chapter 1 
Background
1.1 Introduction
Interest in quantum computation was sparked since the algorithms of Shor and 
Grover demonstrated that computationally hard problems on a classical computer 
can become practicable on a quantum computer [1; 2]. The experiments [2] 
into a physically realizable quantum computer have been carried out on ion- 
trap systems, cavity quantum electro dynamic systems, and in nuclear magnetic 
resonance systems. It is unclear if such systems will be able to scale up to the 
large-scale systems that will be needed if quantum computers are ever to become 
more than an academic curiosity, or highly specialized computational tool. It is 
speculated that a scalable, and economically feasible, quantum computer will be 
created with solid-state systems [1]. In this work, we have selected to investigate 
the potential applications that quantum dot systems, one class of solid-state 
systems, may have been implemented for quantum computing [3; 4].
In this chaper, we discuss the overview of the Quantum Computation and 
quantum dots. Then we describe the application of the quantum dot for Quantum 
computing. We briefly discuss two kinds of the Qubit (Quantum bit) implemented 
from Quantum dot [5], namely charge and spin qubit. Finally we discuss the 
theoretical aim of this work.
1.2 Quantum C om putation
1.2 Quantum Computation
1.2.1 History
In 1982 Richard Feynman [6] realized that classic computation could be signifi­
cantly enhanced by the quantum mechanical approaches. Building on this, David 
Deutsch developed the quantum algorithms for quantum computing between 1984 
and 1985 [2; 6; 7]. The next major breakthrough came out in 1994 when Peter 
Shor explained a method to factor large numbers by employing the Quantum 
Fourier Transform. This became known as Shor’s algorithm [2; 6; 7]. Around the 
same time the quantum complexity classes were developed and the quantum Tur­
ing machine was described. Then in 1996 Lov Grover developed a fast database 
search algorithm known as Grover’s algorithm [2; 6; 7]. In 1997 quantum error 
correction techniques were developed at Bell labs and IBM [2; 6].
1.2.2 Single Qubit
Classical computers use two discrete states to represent a unit of information, 
this state is called a binary digit. A bit has the following two values: 0 and 1.
There is no intermediate state between them. It means that the value of the 
bit can not be in a superposition.
Quantum bits, qubits, can on the other hand be in a state between |0) and 
|1). When measured, a qubit can become either |0) or |1).
This is the same as saying a spin particle can be in a superposition state 
but, when measured, it shows only one value. Generally, a qubit state can be 
represented by a linear combination of states otherwise called a superposition 
state.
a |0 )+ /? |l)  (1.1)
Here a  and (3 are the probability amplitudes. In terms of their representation 
qubits must satisfy:
|ap + |/?|^  = l (1.2)
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Once the qubit is measured, it will remain in that state. The probability that 
the qubits state, when in a superposition, will collapse to states |0) or |1) is
P(|0)) =  \a\^ (1.3)
and
F ( | l ) )  =  |/3p (1.4)
|0) or |1) are actually vectors. They are always called the computational basis 
states that form an orthonormal basis for the vector space.
1.2.3 Conception of Quantum Computation
More than three quarters of a century after its birth, quantum mechanics have 
explained in many applications [1]. It describes many physical effects and prop­
erties with great accuracy but uses the unfamiliar concepts like superposition, 
entanglement and projection which seem to have no relation with everyday life. 
Unlike a classical two-level system, which is always either in state 0 or in state 1, 
a quantum two-level system can be in the superposition of the states |0) and |1) 
[1; 2; 6; 7]. The more alien states can occur when two quantum two-level systems 
interact [1]. Then two systems can become entangled. We know the completely 
entangled state of the system for example |01) — |10) which tells that we can not 
know the state of the two subsystems individually. Due to the strong connection 
between two systems, the measurement made on one can influence on the state 
of the other. This state is called Bell state.
1.2.4 Implementations
A quantum mechanical system that can be used as an information processing 
device must meet a number of rather restrictive conditions [7], including:
1. Qubit representation: It must be possible to initialize the system into a 
well-deflned quantum state.
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2. U nitary evolution: It must be possible to apply unitary operations to 
each individual two-level system that serve as qubit.
3. Initial state preparation: The information stored in the quantum regis­
ter, in particular the relative phases of all quantum states must be preserved 
for a sufficiently large number of logical operations.
4. Readout: It must be possible to read out the state of each qubit with high 
fidelity.
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Quantum dots (QDs) are systems which are spatially confined on a nanometer 
scale in all three dimensions [8; 9; 10; 11]. Quantum dot can be considered as an 
artificial atom created at the nanostructure [12]. The physical boundaries of the 
quantum dot confine charge carriers within the quantum dot. This confinement 
results in properties that have not been seen in the bulk form of the material. For 
example, silicon, which is usually a poor light emitter in its bulk form because it 
has an indirect-band gap, emits light when it is confined as quantum dots. The 
confinement of the charge carriers within the quantum dot can be adjusted by 
varying the size of the quantum dot. Therefore the electronic properties of the 
structure can be also varied.
Quantum dots can be experimentally fabricated using several techniques in­
cluding the following: lithography, molecular beam epitaxy (Figure 1.1), self­
organized clustering in the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode and colloidal meth­
ods. All of these methods mainly share an ordinary characteristic in that the 
quantum dots are created via a discrete material boundary.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on two types of quantum dots, self-assembled 
quantum dots and colloidal dots. The quantum dots created in the Stranski- 
Krastanov growth (SK) mode in the bottom right panel of Figure 1.2 are usually 
self-assembled in the epitaxial growth process because of the lattice-mismatch 
between the quantum dot and surrounding material. In the epitaxial growth, the 
quantum dot material has been grown on top of the matrix for a few monolayers
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Figure 1.1: A scheme of the Quantum dot fabrication from Molecular beam 
epitaxy
of quantum dot material. This deposition homogeneously leads to a quasi-two- 
dimensional quantum dot layer on top of the matrix surface forming the so-called 
wetting layer (WL). Then deposited quantum dot material will not form a further 
homogeneous layer but it will cluster and form islands of quantum dot material 
because this situation can lower the elastic energy due to the lattice mismatch 
between the quantum dot and surrounding material. When the growth process is 
stopped, free-standing quantum dots on top of the wetting layer on the matrix are 
produced. If the epitaxial growth process continues with surrounding material, 
we then can obtain embedded quantum dots.
The chemically synthesized quantum dots have been fabricated by means of 
colloidal chemical synthesis in Figure 1.3. The crystal growth of semiconductor 
material in the surrounding of soap-like films, called surfactants, is stopped when 
the surface is covered by a monolayer of surfactant material. Thus we obtain tiny 
crystallites with their typical size being in the nanometer region. This is why 
these quantum dots are also called ’’nanocrystals” . The size and the shape of the 
grown nano crystals can be controlled by the external parameters such as growth 
time, temperature, concentration and the surfactant material. Topical diameters
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Figure 1.2: Self-assembled quantum dots
for both embedded quantum dots and nano crystals are between 3 and 30 nm. 
They contain approximately 10  ^ to 10  ^ atoms.
Figure 1.3: Quantum dots from Colloid method [11]
To implement the qubit from quantum dot, Fujisawa [5] from Fujisawa Lab­
oratory at Tokyo Institute of Technology has studied a single electron dynamic 
in quantum dots. There are two kinds of qubit which can be represented from 
quantum dots, charge and spin qubit.
1.3.1 Charge Qubit In a Double Quantum Dot
Let us consider a double quantum dot, two quantum dots are separated by a 
tunneling barrier. The double quantum dot can be regarded as artificial molecule.
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We consider the situation where an excess electron is injected into the double 
quantum dot in Figure 1.4. In the classical picture, the electron occupies either 
the left or right dot at any given time. This is analogous to the logical 0 and 1 
of a classical bit. In the quantum mechanical picture, however, an electron may 
occupy in the left and right dots simultaneously (superposition of |0) and |1)) 
and the probability to find the electron in one of two dots is determined quantum 
mechanically. In quantum information technology, this probability is the quantum 
information itself, and should be manipulated or preserved during the calculation. 
Charge qubit in double quantum dot can be controlled by applying a high-speed 
electrical pulse to this system [13]. The electron is initially injected into the 
left dot moves back and forth between these two dots during the pulse, which 
corresponds to a sinusoidal oscillation in probability between 0.0 and 1.0. The 
probability can be manipulated by tailoring the pulse waveform. A specific pulse 
waveform that changes the probability from 0.0 to 1.0, or from 1.0 to 0.0 in Figure
1.5 can be defined as a NOT gate, which is one of the most fundamental quantum 
logic gates.
Figure 1.4: Charge qubit in a double quantum dot [5]
1.3.2 Spin Qubit In a Single Quantum Dot
The spin degree of freedom, which originates from spinning of a charged particle, 
is an alternative way to construct a qubit in Figure 1.6 [14]. While the charge
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Figure 1.5: The probality of finding the electron in the right dot [5]
qubit is an artificial qubit, the electron spin is a ’’natural qubit” . Electron-spin 
based quantum computation is motivated by the long decoherence time. Coherent 
manipulation of electron spins has been studied in many systems. The easiest way 
is to implement the electron spin resonance, which involves applying a microwave 
magnetic field under a static magnetic field. However, in contrast to the countless 
studies on the ensemble of spins in many materials, little work has been done on 
the manipulation of single electron spin. A quantum dot containing a single 
electron spin provides flexible quantum information storage.
Figure 1.6: Spin qubit [5]
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At the moment, there are various softwares to theoretically calculate the elec­
tronic structure of Quantum dot. Alex Zunger and co-workers have developed 
the ESCAN program [15] to solve an inner-eigenvalue problem (only eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions near a reference energy, always band gap, are calculated) for 
non-selfconsistent nanoscale calculations. They have employed a plane wave ba­
sis and empirical pseudopotential approach. However, it can calculate hundred 
thousand atom system. Then they have developed further a new method called 
Strained Linear Combination of Bulk Bands (SLCBB) which is designed to calcu­
late the single particle eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the large nanostructures. 
The SLCBB method uses a basis of Bloch orbitals of the bulk bands. Gerhard 
Klimeck and colleagues have built up the 3-D Nanoelectronic Modeling (NEMO- 
3D) to calculate eigenstates in arbitrarily shaped semiconductor structures in the 
typical column IV and HI-V materials. Atoms are represented by the empirical 
tight binding model using sp^s*, or sp^d^s* models with or without spin-orbit 
interaction. Strain is computed using the classical valence force field (VFF). 
nextnano^ [16] has been developed by the Walter Schottky Institute and Physics 
Department at Technical University of Munich. It is a simulation tool tha t aims 
at global insight into the physical properties of realistic three-dimensional nano­
semiconductor structures. Strain is studied within a continuum mechanical model 
based on classical elasticity. The energy levels and wave functions of the bound 
electron and hole states are numerically calculated using the 8-band k.p model.
In this work, we have developed the following codes which have been written 
in Fortran to theoretically study the nano-semiconductors by employing the sp^s* 
Empirical Tight-Binding approach:
1. QDs structure Code to generate the shapes of quantum dot such as box, 
pyramid, cone and double dot.
2. Valence Force Field Code to relax the atomic positions inside and 
around the Quantum Dot and also calculate the strain distribution inside 
and around Quantum dot.
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3. Piezoelectricity  Code to calculate the piezoelectric potential in quantum 
dot owing to the strain distribution.
4. sp^s* Empirical T ight-B inding Code to calculate the electronic struc­
ture of single and double Quantum dot.
5. Iso-surface Code to draw the wave functions of the electron and hole 
states of the single and double quantum dot.
6. External Electric Field Code to study the influence of the electric field 
on single and double quantum dot.
1.5 Aim of The Work
In this work, we have developed the model to investigate the strain distribution 
using the Valence force field approach and piezoelectricity inside and around 
single and double quantum dot. We then have developed the sp^s* empirical 
tight-binding approach to study the electronic structure of single and double 
quantum dot. After developing these models, we aim to apply these theoretical 
models to study the electronic structure and the application of quantum dot.
The aim of this first work is to theoretically study the electronic proper­
ties of GaSb/GaAs and InSb/InP self-assembled quantum dots (SAD) by using 
the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method. The influence of strain on the elec­
tronic structure is determined by minimizing the strain energy by employing the 
Valence Force Field Approach and the piezoelectric potential is calculated by 
solving the corresponding three dimensional Poisson’s equation. Single-particle 
state energies are computed as a function of the dot sizes. We have analyzed 
the effect of the Arsenide and Phosporus composition on the ground-state tran­
sition of GaAsxSbi-x/GaAs  and I n P x S h i - x / dots, respectively. Finally we 
have found that the theoretical PL spectra are in a good agreement with the 
experiment.
The second aim is to numerically study the electronic structure of hydro­
genated nanocrystal, Silicon and Germanium. The energy spectrum is calculated 
as a function of the diameters. The comparisons between this model and the
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other results are considered. We calculate the squared modulus of the optical 
matrix element of the ground state ei and hi transition as a function of the di­
ameters. The direct to indirect optical transition of Si nanocrystals as a function 
of the diameters is also investigated.
The final task is to consider the double quantum dot in the field of Quan­
tum Computation. The aim is to model the dynamics of quantum states in 
double InAs/GaAs quantum dots and to study theoretically the quantum leak­
age into the highly excited states of the quantum dot molecule by solving time- 
dependent Schrodinger equation using the tight-binding method in the external 
time-dependent electric field. We have found that degree of the quantum leakage 
strongly depends on the geometry of the structure (in particular, the inter-dot 
distance and dot size) and the amplitude of the pulse.
1.6 Synopsis of Chapters
In this thesis, we aim to develop the model to investigate the properties of the 
quantum dot. The sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach has been used to study 
the quantum dot in the view of the electronic structure and the application of 
the Quantum Computing. This thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 1, the background is described on Quantum Computation and 
Quantum Dot. The aim of the thesis is also given.
In chapter 2, the fundamental knowledge of the Solid State Physics is de­
scribed. In particular. Crystal Structure, Reciprocal lattice, Bloch theorem. Band 
structure and the Brillouin Zone are discussed.
In chapter 3, Band Structure Calculations are described. Three popular meth­
ods, effective-mass, empirical tight-binding and pseudopotential method, are dis­
cussed. Implementations of the tight-binding and pseudopotential method are 
applied to the bulk semiconductors.
In chapter 4, Strain and Piezoelectricity in Quantum Dot are described. Nu­
merical implementations are also provied. The comparisons between this model 
and other calculations are illustrated.
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In chapter 5, The sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach is implemented to the 
quantum dot. The influence of the external electric field on the double quantum 
dot is also discussed. The properties of this model are described.
In chapter 6, the type-II quantum dots, considering GaSb/GaAs and InSb/InP, 
are described. The strain distribution and the electronic structure of type-II 
quantum dot are calculated by means of the Valence Force Field and the sp^s* 
empirical tight-binding approach, respectively.
In chapter 7, the application of the double quantum dot in the view of the 
Quantum Computing is discussed. The influence of the higher excited states on 
the two-level sytem, often called Quantum Leakage, is investigated as a function 
of the geometry of the structure and the amplitudes of the electric field.
Finally, in chapter 8, the hydrogenated Silicon nano crystals are discussed. The 
electronic and optical properties are also calculated by the sp^s* empirical tight- 
binding approach. The comparisons between this model and other calculations 
are investigated. The thesis content is summarised in Table 1.1.
Chapter Contents
Background 
Essential Solid State Physics 
Band Structure Calculations 
Strain and Piezoelectricity in Quantum Dot 
Tight-binding Method to Quantum Dot 
Electronic Structure of TVpe-II Quantum Dots 
Quantum leakage in external electric field 
Electronic Structure of hydrogenated nanocrystal
Table 1.1: Topics of each chapter in this thesis
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Chapter 2 
Essential Solid State Physics
2.1 Introduction
Most of the materials we study in the field of Solid State Physics are from Group 
IV, III-V or II-IV semiconductors for example Ge, Si, GaAs, In As, CdSe, GaN, 
AIN and etc. Their structures are diamond, zinc-blende or wurtzite depending 
on what kinds of atoms and the atomic positions of atoms are forming the ma­
terial. In order to model the electronic properties of nano-semiconductors such 
as Quantum Well, Quantum Wire and Quantum Dot, we have to understand the 
fundamental knowledge of the Solid State Physics.
This chapter aims to summarise the underlying elements of Solid State Physics. 
It contains Crystal Structure, Reciprocal lattice, Bloch theorem. Band structure 
and the Brillouin Zone. Most of the following summary can be found in various 
excellent introductory books [17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25]
2.2 Crystal Structure
A crystal is an ordered state of matter. It is normally specified by the types and 
positions of the atoms inside the crystal in one repeat unit (primitive unit cell). 
The positions and the types of atoms in the primitive cell are called basis. In 
other hand, the set of the translations, which generate the periodic crystal, are
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lattice, called Bravais lattice;
Crystal structure = Bravaislattice +  basis (2.1)
The atoms inside the Bravais lattice can be written in term of the primitive 
translational vectors a,- as
(2 .2)
f  = r + riiai +  722^ 2 +  ^ 3%
= r + R
Here, the rii represent arbitrary integers and do not all lie on the same 
plane.
Figure 2.1: The Unit cell of the Face-Centred Cubic (FCC) Lattice [17]
In this work, most of the Bravais lattice is the Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) 
lattice in Figure 2.1. The primitive translation vectors of the FCC Bravias lattice 
are:
«1 — - ^ { 3  +  ^), 
0^2 = ~^{i + k ) ,
r- ,(^ 3 =  - ^ ( z + j )
(2.3)
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where 2, j  and k represent the orthonomal vectors along the Cartesian axes T, 
y and z respectively and A  is defined as the lattice constant. The crystal lattice 
translation vector R  of equation 2.2 defines the Bravais lattice if the primitive 
vectors are defined correctly.
2.3 Reciprocal Lattice
The vector R  of the equation 2.2 defines the point of the Bravais lattice. If the 
plane wave of some physical quantity propagating in the crystal is considered, 
it will not have the periodicity of the lattice. It means that the equality is not 
generally true.
gzfc.r _  ^ik.{r+R) ^2.4)
However, for a certain set of the wave vector A;, these plane waves will show 
the periodicity. These are known as the Reciprocal Lattice vector. Then the 
equation becomes
G . R  = 27Tn (2.5)
where n is an integer and G is a Reciprocal Lattice vector.
The set of G can be constructed as the linear combinations of the primi­
tive vectors 6% in the reciprocal space (sometimes called momentum space). The 
Reciprocal Lattice vectors then follow as:
G =  Tn\h\ -j- 772262 -h 772363 (2.6)
where 772% is an integer.
The primitive vector 6% can be generated from the primitive translation vectors
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h  = 2n- . ((22 X (23) '
63 =  27T
(2i .  ((22 X  (23) ' 
(2i X  (22
(2i .  ((22 X (23) '
The primitive vector bi must satisfy the condition
bi m Qjj =  27rôij (2 .8)
where ô is the Kronecker delta, defined as
Ô = (2.9)1, i = j  
0, z f  j
Lastly, if the bi are calculated for the FCC structure, it is found that they are 
a body-centered cubic (BCC) Bravais lattice: the reciprocal lattice of the Bravais 
lattice is itself a Bravais lattice.
2.4 Bloch’s Theorem
We consider a solid with the periodic potential V{r + R) = V{r). Bloch’s the­
orem expresses that the wave functions of the one-electron Hamiltonian H  =
— + V{r) can be written in the form of a plane wave times a function with
the periodicity of the lattice:
'ipnkir) =  e '^ '^^Unkir) (2 .10)
where
Unkir + R ) =  Unkir) (2.11)
and where the subscript n refers to the 72*^  state associated with the wavevec- 
tor k. Finally, Bloch’s theorem can be re-written as:
'ipnkir + R) = e'^'Vn/fc(z’) (2.12)
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The energy states of the electrons and holes in the periodic potential are the 
discrete solutions of the Schro dinger equation. Prom equation (2.4)
AG.R
=  1 (2.13)
It follows that two k vectors that differ by a reciprocal lattice vector G label 
the same representation. Therefore, when we classify the eigenvalues of our prob­
lem, it is only necessary to consider those k vectors. We then define a volume in 
reciprocal space that is the smallest region enclosed by bisecting the reciprocal 
lattice vectors from the origin (in reciprocal space, labelled P) with perpendicular 
planes. This volume is called the first Brillouin zone. Figure 2.2 depicts the first 
Brillouin zone for an FCC crystal and as can be seen, this zone is a truncated 
octahedron. There are various points labelled on this figure which are points of 
high symmetry such as the (0,0,1) and (1,1,1) points, known as the X  and L 
points, respectively. There are, for example, six equivalent X  points.
[ I l l ]
\ y
[010]
Figure 2.2: The First Brillouin Zone of FCC Crystal [26]
This description accommodates a compact way of looking at the electron 
energy, E, versus the wavevectors k. Such a plot is known as a reduced zone
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dispersion curve. For each k point within the first BZ, then, there are an infinite 
number of electron eigensolntions that are indexed by n in the subsequent discus­
sion. The eigensolntions, generally labelled by energies E^k and wavefunctions 
'ipnk comprise the band structure of the crystal
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Figure 2.3: The Band Structure of GaAs calculated using the empirical pseu­
dopotential method [26]
The wave vector k of an electron is a manifestation of its wave-like properties, 
as was shown by de Broglie [26]. It then follows that the valence electrons undergo 
Bragg reflection at the Brillouin zone boundaries leading to discontinuities in the 
electron energy spectrum at these values of k. This then leads to the concept of 
forbidden bands in the electron energy spectrum. The energy values above and 
below these forbidden bands are termed the conduction band and valence band 
respectively, and the range of forbidden energy values is called the band gap. 
It is the form of this band structure in a material that determines its electrical 
and optical properties and consequently its classification as either an insulator, 
semiconductor or metal. Though it should be noted that a semiconductor is 
merely an insulator with a small band gap. The band structure calculated using 
the empirical pseudopotential for bulk GaAs is shown in Figure 2.3. Using the
18
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reduced zone representation, this band structure exhibits the energy bands at 
different k points along certain directions in the first BZ.
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Band Structure Calculations
3.1 Introduction
In order to study the electronic properties of solid state materials, we need to 
understand the band structure of the materials. There are several theoretical 
calculations of the band structure such as effective mass, tight-binding, pseu­
dopotential, k.p method and density functional theory. Each method has their 
own way to calculate the band properties of semiconductors. However, they start 
from the fundamental equation, Schro dinger equation. In this work, we describe 
the tight-binding method. The Tight Binding [27; 28] scheme has been a pow­
erful tool to calculate the electronic structure of semiconductors. The method is 
based on the expansion of the wave functions in the form of linear combinations 
of the atomic orbitals (LCAO). The Hamiltonian matrix elements reproduce the 
first-principle calculations or fitting data called Empirical Tight Binding (ETB) 
approach. Pseudopotential method [29] is based on the expansion of the wave 
functions in term of the plane waves due to the approximation to replace the 
crystal potential by the pseudopotential. The pseudopotential approach needs 
the large number of the basis to precisely describe the band structure of the 
bulk band. Comparing to the method based on the Plane Wave basis sets (PW), 
the tight-binding method is less computational demanding than the Plane Wave 
method because of the number of basis sets.
In this chapter, we discuss three popular methods, effective-mass, empirical 
tight-binding (ETB) and empirical pseudopotential (EPM) method. We then im­
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plement the empirical tight-binding and pseudopotential method [29; 30; 31; 32] 
to calculate the band structure of the bulk semiconductors. The band structures 
of bulk GaAs and InAs are calculated by ETB and EPM in Section 3.3 and 3.4, 
respectively.
3.2 Effective-Mass M ethod
In an isotropic effective-mass approach [33; 34; 35] the energy dispersion relations 
En{k) of the bulk bands are approximated to be parabolic. The kinetic part of 
the single-particle Hamiltonian is described by defining an effective mass, denoted 
m*. In the simplest case, the coupling of different bands is neglected. Then, 
the effective single-particle Hamiltonian for electrons. He, and holes, Hh, can be 
written in the following form:
Here m* and m l  are the effective masses for electrons and holes, respectively. 
The band gap of the bulk material is given by Eg.  The confining potential is de­
scribed by the potentials 14(r) and Vh{r), for electrons and holes, respectively. As 
an example, the confinement potential V(r) for electrons and holes of a spherical 
quantum dot can be written in the following way:
y(r) =  I40(r -  7^ ) (3.3)
where 0  is the step function, R  is the radius of the QD. The constant Vq 
is defined by the band offset between the dot and the surrounding material of 
different electron and hole states.
To improve accuracy of the single-band effective-mass approximation, one 
can include more bands and allow the coupling between the different bands. 
These models are referred to as k.p models. For example, the Kohn-Luttinger 
Hamiltonian for a zinc blende structure includes also the contributions of the
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second- and third highest valence bands to the hole Hamiltonian. This operator 
consists of the coupling between these three different valence bands.
The Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian can further be modified by including the 
couplings between the conduction and valence bands. This leads to 8 band k.p 
model. Due to the couplings, the single-particle Hamiltonian can not be divided 
into Hamiltonian terms that describe the electrons and the holes. The inclusion 
of the coupling between the conduction and valence bands is important especially 
for the investigation of nanostructures with narrow band gap.
The accuracy and applicability of both the effective mass approximation and 
the k.p model has inherent restrictions caused by the non-parabolic dispersion 
of the bands away from the center of the rst Brillouin zone, the P point, and 
the lack of an atomistic description of the single-particle Hamiltonian. Since the 
construction of the Hamiltonian is based on the parabolic behavior of the bands 
in the vicinity of the P point, this approximation is only valid, if the relevant 
properties of the nanostructure can be attributed to the single-particle states 
near the F point.
In such a non-atomistic calculation only the global shape of the quantum 
dot enters and the atomistic detail is not described. Therefore, it can not pro­
vide an accurate description of low-dimensional systems with complicated surface 
structures. The k.p model is only applicable for relatively large quantum dots.
3.3 Empirical Tight-Binding method
Another powerful approach for the investigation of single-particle states and en­
ergies of semiconductor is the tight-binding (TB) model. This approximation 
is based on the assumption that the electrons in a solid are tightly bound to 
their ions. Therefore the tight-binding single-particle Hamiltonian consists of the 
overlap between different localized states in the presence of the ionic potentials. 
The basis states of the tight-binding model are localized orbitals of the valence 
electrons.
In diamond and zinc-blende crystal, every atom is tetrahedrally coordinated 
and there are two atoms in the primitive cell. The position of an atom in the 
primitive cell denoted by j  will be decomposed into rij = Rj -F n , where Rj
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denotes the position of the j t h  primitive cell and ri is the position of the atom I 
within the primitive cell. For the diamond and zinc-blende crystals I = 1 and 2 
only. Let hi{r) denote the Hamiltonian for the isolated atom I. The Hamiltonian 
for the atom at rij will be denoted by hi{r — rij). The wave equation for the 
Hamiltonian is given by
hi(j)mi{r -  rij) =  Emi(f)mi{r -  % ), (3.4)
where Emi and (j)mi are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the state indexed 
by m. The atomic orbitals — are known as Lowdin orbitals. That means 
the wave functions centered at different atoms are orthogonal to each other. The 
wave functions can be expressed in the form of the Bloch functions
^mik = ^  — rij), (3.5)
where N  is the number of primitive unit cell in the crystal. The eigenfunctions
of the crystal Hamiltonian can be written as a linear combinations of the ^mik
^/c — ^  ] Cml^mlk^ (fi-G)
m,l
The matrix elements can be obtained using a classification in four categories; 
(i) on-site, where the atomic wavefunctions and the potential are all centered 
on the same site; (ii) two-centre, where a wavefunction and the potential are 
on the same site and the other wavefunction is on the different site; (iii)three- 
centre, where the wavefunction and the potential are on different site; and (iv) 
two wavefunctions are on the same site and the potential is on the different 
site. In this work, we employ the two-centre approximation. The Hamiltonian 
matrix elements depend only on the different vector between sites. Therefore, the 
Hamiltonian matrix elements can be written as -Ha/3,/x where a  and (3 denote the 
atomic orbitals (s, p, d, etc) including the spin, fi stands for the component of 
the angular momentum relative to the axis joining the two sites (a, tt) as shown 
in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The projection of the overlap parameter between an 5 and a p orbitals 
[29]
To obtain the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Hamiltonian, we multiply the 
with and integrate over all the space. We then obtain the set of the 
linear equations in Cmi
'y'^X^ml.rhl ~  ^k^rnrh^ii)C^({k) =  0, (3.7)
m,l
where stands for the matrix elements and Ek are the
eigenvalues of Hamiltonian matrix.
In the begining, we consider the situation where we have the set of s, Px, Py and 
Pz orbitals at each atomic site which is called empirical tight-binding method. 
We consider the interaction up to the first-nearest atoms in this calculation. In 
case of diamond and zinc-blende crystal, there are two atoms per basis so the 
dimension of the matrix is 8 x 8. The matrix is given in Table 3.1 [29]
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Table 3.1: Matrix for the eight s and p bands in the diamond and zinc-blende 
structure within the tight-binding approximation [29]
51 52 X I y i Z1 X2 Y2 Z2
S I Es, ^ 8,82 91 0 0 0 1^P2 2^ 1^P2^3 1^P2 4^
6"2 E s2 —%2P1^ 2 — %2Pl^ 3 ■~ 2^Pi5'4 0 0 0
X I 0 ^2Pi5'2 Ep, 0 0 yxx9i yxy93
Y1 0 0 Ep, 0 yxy9A y^xx9l yxy92
Z1 0 ^2PlP4 0 0 Epi yxy93 yxy92 y^xx9l
%2 ^ s,P292 0 yxx9i yxy9i Ep2 0 0
Y2 ^ s,p29z 0 0 Ep2 0
%2 ^ s\P29a 0 yxy9t yxy92 Yxx9i 0 0 Ep2
where the four parameters, gi to p4, are defined by:
gi = cos(A:i7r/2) cos(A:27r/2) cos(A:37r/2) — zsin(A:i7r/2) sin(/c27r/2) sin(A:37r/2),
p2 =  — cos(A;i7r/2) sin(A:27r/2) sin(A:37r/2) +  2sin(A;i7r/2) cos(A:27r/2) cos(/c37r/2),
p3 =  — sin(A:i7r/2) cos(A:27r/2) sin(A:37r/2) — i cos(fci7r/2) sin(/c27r/2) cos(/û37r/2),
p4 =  — sin(/ci7r/2) sin(A:27r/2) cos(A:37r/2) — i cos(A;i7r/2) cos(A:27r/2) sin(A:37r/2),
(3.8)
where k are the wave vectors in the Brillouin zone, k = ^ { k i , k 2 , ks) and a is 
the lattice constant. The valence and conduction band energies can be obtained 
by diagonalizing the 8 x 8  matrix. For the fitting paramters, Eg^, Ep^, Ep^, 
%g, Vg^ p2 , Vs2pi, yXX and T4y can be determined by comparing the calculated band 
with the first principles. The fitting parameters are given in Table 3.2 [27].
The tight-binding parametrization for alloy semiconductors such as 
GaAsxSbi-x, InPxSbi-x  etc, can be obtained by applying the virtual crystal ap­
proximation (VGA) [30; 36; 37] to the Hamiltonian matrix elements and bond 
lengths. For example, in the case of a ternary alloy the average diag­
onal matrix element, M, follows Vegard’s rule
M(A:,Bi_:,C) =  j;M(AC) -H (1 -  T)M(BC) (3.9)
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Table 3.2: Tight-binding parameters (in eV) for diamond and zinc-blende struc­
ture obtained by Chadi and Cohen [27]
Es, E s2 Ep, Ep2 ^1P2 %2Pl Vxx ^yy
Si 0.0 0.0 7.20 7.20 5.88 5.88 1.71 7.51
Ge 0.0 0.0 8.41 8.41 5.31 5.31 1.62 6.82
GaAs -6.01 -4.79 0.19 4.59 -7.00 3.70 0.93 4.72
ZnSe -8.92 -0.28 0.12 7.42 -6.14 4.73 0.96 4.38
One characteristic which can discriminate between tight-binding models is the 
number of the neighbouring sites which are coupled via the matrix elements. Sev­
eral models limit the interaction to the first-nearest or second-nearest neighbours. 
The larger the number of the nearest neighbours we include, the more accurate 
the band structure we obtain. However, they are numerically large demanding 
regarding the computational time.
Another characteristic is the number of the local orbitals to form the wave 
functions. The sp^ empirical tight-biinding model demands a basis set of four or­
bitals for each atom in the unit cell. By using the sp^ basis, we can fit the proper 
manner of the valence band, while the conduction band in the first-nearest neigh­
bour approximation has failed. A next step of the basis has been implemented 
by Vogl [38] with the use of the minimal basis (sp^) plus an additional orbital, 
the s* orbital, which accounts for the high-energy orbitals. Within the basis, the 
conduction and valence bands of many direct and indirect IV, HI-V and H-IV 
semiconductors can be able to realistically describe. The parametrization given 
by Jancu [39; 40; 41], which is based on the nearest-neighbour sp^(Ps* basis, 
shows the accurate description of the band structure for IV, HI-V semiconduc­
tors. The more the number of the local orbitals to be taken account, the more 
precise the band structure we obtain. However, they are numerically consuming 
regarding the computational time.
Next, we calculate the band structures of bulk InAs and GaAs. In these 
calculations, the spin-orbit interaction is included to the Hamiltonian. The con­
tribution of the spin-orbit interaction in the tight-binding method will be describe 
in Ghapter 5 The results are shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: The band structure of GaAs calculated by empirical tight-binding 
method
Compared to the empirical pseudopotential method, the drawback of this 
model is the high number of the parameters considered to describe the matrix ele­
ments. For III-V semiconductor, there are 15 parameters in the nearest-neighbour 
sp^s* empirical tight-binding model within the spin-orbit interaction, while there 
are 29 parameters for the sp^d^s* empirical tight-binding approach.
3.4 Pseudopotential M ethod
The pseudopotential method [29; 31; 42; 43; 44] is the powerful technique to solve 
the band structures of the semiconductors and is often used as a benchmark for 
comparison with the other methods. The main idea of this method is to make use 
of the information that the valence and conduction band states are orthogonal to 
the core states. The details are in the following.
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Figure 3.3: The band structure of InAs calculated by empirical tight-binding 
method
Firstly let us consider the complicated Hamiltonian for a crystal.
p 2
H  =
2m Vc
(3.10)
where Vc is large in magnitude and has complex microscopic structures and 
wave functions are also strong oscillations at lattice site as shown in Figure 3.4.
Therefore, we can not solve this complex Hamiltonian because of the strong 
oscillation of the wave function at the core site. In order to obtain all smooth 
wave function, we assume:
The crystal wave functions ipk are constructed to be orthogonal to the core 
states. This can be achieved by spanning a smooth part of the symmetrised 
combination of the Bloch function (p with the linear combination of the core 
states. This can be expressed as
(3.11)
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Potential
A*
Figure 3.4: The Core Potential and The True electron Wave function
where bk,t are orthogonalization coefficients and (f>k,t are the core wave func­
tions. The final expression can be yielded as
^  1 ^k,t)4*k,t (3.12)
Then we substitute the crystal wave function into the complex Hamiltonian. 
Therefore, the new Hamiltonian is given by
p 2
(% h Vc +  Vi?)(^ fc =  E(fk2m
(3.13)
Where Vr represents the short-range, non-Hamiltonian repulsion potential. It 
is given by
t
(3.14)
In equation 3.14, Et represents the atomic energy and the summation over t 
represent a summation over the core states. The result from equation 3.13 can 
be thought as the pseudowavefunction and E  as the true energy of the crystal 
wave function ip. Furthermore, the repulsive potential V r  serves to cancel the
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attractive potential Vc- The total potential, Vp = Vc + V r , is a smoothly weakly 
varying potential called pseudopotential Vp as show in Figure 3.5.
Pseiidopotentiaî >
Figure 3.5: The Pseudopotential and The Pseudowavefunction
Then the final Hamiltonian becomes
p 2
^2m ~ (3.15)
It is usually called pseudoHamiltonian.
The one-electron Schro dinger equation can be replaced by the pseudoHamil­
tonian. In general, Vp is a potential which can be expressed as summation over 
potentials that are situated at every atom sites da inside Bravais lattice R
V p — — R  — da) (3.16)
R a
The pseudo-wave functions can be represented by the Bloch function.
^n,k = ^  (3.17)
G
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We rewrite =  UQ,k- Prom Schrodinger equation
H  ^   ^Q'n,fc(^ )'r^ G,fc — En,k^^(^n,k{G)uQ^k (3.18)
G G
Then we multiply equation 3.18 by a particular plane wave u*^  and integrate 
over all the space. The result is given by
^n,k{G)H^ Q = an,k{G)En^k6(^ Q (3.19)
G G
The matrix elements are given by
^ 6 ,G ^  ^\‘^^G,G +  (3.20)
doc
where Va{q) can be calculated from Fourier transform method.
Va{q) =  Va{r)é^'^ dr  (3.21)
The term v^ici) is known as the pseudopotential form factor. Most of the 
important semiconductors, both elemental and compound materials, have a faced- 
centered cubic Bravais lattice with two-atom basis. The atomic positions are 
described by the basis vector, da = where
dj3 = — { i + j  + k) (3.22)
Therefore the matrix elements of the pseudoHamiltonian for the bulk semi­
conductor become
= ^ \ G  + kf^0.G + Vf cos(G - G ) . d a  + i V f  s in (G - G ) . d ^  (3.23)
The Vf{q) and vf{q)  are the empirical parameters to adjust the band structure 
to fit the experimental data. The form factors and lattice constants of many 
important semiconductors are listed in Table 3.3 [31].
Then the band structures of G a As and InAs are calculated by including the 
spin-orbit interaction. The results are plotted in Figure 3.6 and 3.7
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Table 3.3: The form factors of a selection of semiconductors in Rydberg [31]
lattice constant (A) ^8^ v l VÛ
Si 5.43 -0.21 -1-0.04 -hO.08 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ge 5.66 -0.23 -|-0.01 4-0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
G a As 5.64 -0.23 -hO.Ol 4-0.06 -40.07 4-0.05 +0.01
GaP 5.44 -0.22 -f-0.03 -40.07 4-0.12 +0.07 +0.02
In summary, the difference between these three approaches lies in the degree 
to which the atomic details are included. The limitation of both the effective 
mass approximation and the k.p model has caused by the non-parabolic disper­
sion of the bands away from the center of the first Brillouin zone, the T point. 
Since the Hamiltonian is based on the parabolic behavior of the bands in the 
region of the T point. This approximation is only valid, if the relevant properties 
of the nanostructure can be attributed to the single-particle states near the T 
point. Therefore effective mass approximation and the k.p model are suitable 
to describe the electronic properties of the nano-semiconductors in the vicinity 
of the r. It means that these approaches can not implement to investigate the 
indirect band gap material because the lowest conduction and highest valence 
band are not located at the F of the first Brillouin zone. In such non-atomistic 
calculations only the global shape of the quantum dot enters and the atomistic 
detail is not described. The non-atomistic models are only practical for relatively 
large quantum dots. In our work, we deal with only the small quantum dot of 
which size is not more than 10.00 nm so the atomistic approaches are practical 
to study.
Therefore the atomistic calculations are considered to overcome the problems 
from the non-atomistic models. In case of a Tight-Binding model, the atomic 
details are restricted to a small localized orbital basis set. The pseudopotential 
approach takes into account the local variation of the wave functions within a large 
basis set. However, the large number of plane waves needed to accurately describe 
the bulk system does not guarantee that such an approach can be efficiently 
extended to the nanostructures. The computational time is increasing due to the 
large basis set. With the standard techniques, plane wave methods can hardly
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Figure 3.6: The band structure of G a As calculated by using the empirical pseu­
dopotential approach
afford the study of nanostructures with more than a few hundreds of atoms. In 
such case, new approaches based on the so-called linear combination of bulk bands 
(LCBB) [45] have to be applied to overcome these problems. Since the size of 
the Tight-Binding basis set is linear in the number of atoms, the Tight-Binding 
approach is computationally less demanding than the standard pseudopotential 
method. To study relatively large and complicated systems, for which both the 
computational efficiency and atomistic treatment is required, the Tight-Binding 
approach is particularly appropriate.
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Figure 3.7: The band structure of InAs calculated by using the empirical pseu­
dopotential approach
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Chapter 4 
Strain and Piezoelectricity in 
Quantum D ot
4.1 Introduction
The atomic positions inside and around the quantum dot can be described in 
terms of the supercell of the Face-centred cubic structure. Due to the lattice- 
mismatch between quantum dot and surrounding material, the atomic positions 
inside and around quantum dot can be determined by two methods, Continuum 
elasticity [46; 47; 48; 49] and Atomistic elasticity approach [46; 50; 51; 52]. In 
this work, we employ the Atomistic elasticity approach to calculate the atomic 
positions inside and around the quantum dot. In this approach, the atoms are 
considered as point particles and the bonds as springs. Therefore the equation of 
the spring deformation can be theoretically used to explain the performance of 
the bonds to stretch and bend. The objective of this approach is to minimize the 
energy associated with a given atomic structure. Since the process is repeated 
many times until the energy finally minimizes, we can then obtain the reasonable 
approximation to the equilibrium structure. The total energy of this model is 
the summation of the energy of the stretching and bending of the bonds. The 
total energy expression can be described in term of the fitting parameters which 
explain the behaviour of different kinds of the atoms in supercell.
After relaxing the atomic positions inside the super cell by using the valence 
force field, the strain distribution is obtained. The strain effect can cause the
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atoms in structure to change the crystal lattice geometry. The change can lead 
to the polarization defined as piezoelectricity. The piezoelectricity can be inves­
tigated by solving 3D corresponding Poissons equation.
In this chapter, we discuss how to generate the quantum dot and supercell 
from Face-centred cubic structure. Next we discuss the atomistic elasticity ap­
proach called Valence Force Field method and the piezoelectricity in Quantum 
dot. Then we manage to investigate the infiuence of the G a As super cell on the 
strain distribution of InAs Quantum dot by varying the dimensions of the G a As 
super cell to embed the InAs Quantum dot. Next we attem t to compare our Va­
lence Force Field calculations with the NEM0-3D [53] and J. Singh [54]’s results. 
Finally the piezoelectric potential of InAs/G a As quantum dot can also be shown 
as 3D plot.
4.2 Face-centered Cubic Supercell
The vast majority of semiconductors we are interested in have face-centered cubic 
(FCC) Bravais lattice, as shown in Figure 4.1. The lattice points are defined in 
term of linear combination of a set of primitive lattice vectors.
«1 — —{j  +  k),
Ü2 =  —(i +  k), (4T)
«3 =  -g
The lattice vectors then follow as the set of the vectors
R  = o/.\CLi -f- 0'2d2 T  O'^ Ojs (4.2)
Where a i_3 are integer and A  is the lattice constant.
A complete crystal structure is obtained by placing the atomic basis at each 
Bravais lattice point. For semiconductors such as Si, Ge, InAs, GaAs, etc., they 
consist of two atoms.
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Figure 4.1: The Face-Centred Cubic (FCC) Structure [17]
Next we consider the non-primitive face-centered cubic four-point basis vec­
tors:
To =  0,
n  =  d ( i + f c ) ,  
n  =  | ( î  +  fc)
These are chosen to represent the cubic symmetry of the face-centered cubic 
structure. Then we apply to the diamond or zinc-blende structure, a set of 
vectors would imply an eight-atom basis, with T^asis ~  ^ ( 0-0, 0.0, 0.0) and T^asis ~  
454)- Then the atoms inside diamond or zinc-blende are given by:
r = Ti + T /  .basis (4.4)
where i = 0, 1, 2,3 and j  = 1, 2.
To construct the supercell, we span the face-centered cubic structure in 3 
dimensions, nx,riy,nz. Then the atomic positions within the larger basis will be 
given [31]:
R  = vfixAi -F TUyAj 4- TRzAk -t- Tj -(- T^asis (4.5)
where the index 2 =  0, 1, 2,3 and the additional indices mx,y,z =  0, 1, 2, ...Ux,y,z-
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4.3 Numerical Im plementation of FCC Super­
cell
In order to construct the FCC super cell, we consider the equation 4.5 to generate 
a large size of three dimensional super cell. In this model, each kind of the atom 
in FCC super cell is characterised by different color. In this structure, we consider 
the GaAs supercell in which there is the pyramidal InAs quantum dot embedded. 
We define Indium (In) atoms as red. Arsenide (As) atoms as yellow and Gallium 
(Ga) atoms as blue. The number of the atoms inside super cell (A^ sc) is calculated 
as Nsc = S x  NxX NyX Nz- Figure 4.2 illustrates a super cell produced by stacking 
FCC cell together, Ux = Uy = Uz = 10 , thus giving 8000 atoms in total.
m
-20 :-20
Figure 4.2: GaAs FCC supercell basis for zinc-blende, Ux = riy = Uz = 10. As 
atom is shown as yellow and Ga atom is shown as blue
After constructing the GaAs supercell, we attem pt to embed the InAs arbi­
trary shape quantum dot inside this supercell. To generate the shape of quantum 
dot, the Gallium atoms will be normally replaced by Indium atoms. In Figure 4.3, 
we generate the atomic positions of pyramidal InAs Quantum dot, base length =  
3.0 nm and height =  1.5 nm.
In Figure 4.4, the flowchart to construction the FCC super cell and the Quan­
tum Dot shapes has been described step by step.
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35'
Figure 4.3: Pyramidal quantum dot, base width =  3.0 nm and height =  1.5 nm. 
In atom as red and As atom as yellow
In the first step, the dimensions of the FCC supercell {ux, Uy and Uz) and 
the Quantum dot Geometry including quantum dot shape, base width, height, 
surrounding material and quantum dot lattice constants are provided. Then 
the atomistic outputs are the atomic positions of the FCC super cell and the 
neighbouring atoms.
Next step, the output (the atomic positions of the FCC supercell) from the 
first step and the Quantum dot Geometry are included to construct the shape 
of the quantum dot. Then we obtain the atomic positions of the Quantum dot 
in arbitrary shapes. In this calculation, the shapes of Quantum Dot are box, 
pyramid, cone, sphere, cylinder and double dot.
4.4 Valence Force Field M ethod (VFF)
In a realistic structure. Quantum Dots and surrounding material are fabricated 
from two types of the materials. Each material in FGG super cell always has its 
own lattice constant. Therefore it leads to the lattice-mismatch-induced strain 
inside the supercell. In InAs/GaAs quantum dot, the lattice mismatch is 0.07 
which can deviate the atomic positions of quantum dot from GaAs FGG super cell. 
In order to calculate the atomic structure of an InAs quantum dot embedded
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G enerate the FCC supercell
Input the nx, ny, nz, quantum  dot 
geom etry
G enerate the  Quantum dot shapes: 
Pyramid, Cone, Sphere, box, double dot 
and etc.
Output -> the  array of the atomic 
positions of the Quantum dot
Output -> the array of the  atomic 
positions of FCC supercell and the 
neighbouring atom s
Figure 4.4: Flowchart for generation of the FCC supercell and the Quantum dot 
shapes
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inside a GaAs matrix, the strain relaxation has been implemented in calculation. 
In this work, we employ the Valence Force Field method [46; 54; 55; 56; 57; 58] 
to find the relaxed structure. This approach has the advantage: it accounts for 
the internal displacements between two atoms of zinc-blende crystal.
In the Valence Force Field model, the elastic energy of all atoms is expressed 
as a function of the atomic positions Ri as
E a e  = V2 {Ri — Rj) +  Vsi^ijk) (4.6)
ij ijk
Where V2 is the two-body term called stretching function and V3 is the three- 
body term of the bond angle called bending function. The total elastic energy is 
given by:
E a e  = E E [{Ri -  I k f  -  (4 )^ ]^+
^PijkEE
(4.7)
[ { E j  — R i )  • { R k  —  R i )  — c o s O o d i j d i k ] ‘
Here, denotes the bulk equilibrium bond length between the nearest- 
neighbor atom i and j  in the corresponding binary compound, and 9 = arccos(l/3) 
is the ideal bond angle. The first term is a sum over all atoms i and it nearest 
neighbors j .  The second term is a sum over all atoms i and its distinct pairs 
of its nearest neighbors j  and k. The fitting dependent parameters a  and (3 are 
the bond-stretching and bond-bending force constants as shown in Table 4.1, re­
spectively. For the bending term, at the interface where the species j  and k are 
different (Ga and In), we use for (3 the average of the corresponding values of the 
pure GaAs and InAs.
Table 4.1: Bond-stretching and bending parameters in VFF model
Parameters
a ( 10^d?/ne) P{lÇi^dyne) Bond length (A)
G a-As In-As Ga-As In-As Ga-As In-As
Zunger’s [46] 
J.Singh’s [54]
41.49
41.19
35.18
35.18
8.94
8.95
5.49
5.50
2.448
2.448
2.622
2.622
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Once the relaxed atomic positions of all atoms are known, the strain distri­
bution is obtained through the strain tensor.
Figure 4.5: A scheme to illustrate how the local strain is calculated [46]
Figure 4.5 illustrates how the strain tensors are calculated, after the atomic 
positions are relaxed by minimizing Eae- The strain tensor e at the cation site 
is calculated by considering a tetrahedron formed by four nearest neighbouring 
anions. The distorted tetrahedron edges, R \ 2  ^ R 23 and R^/l, are related to the 
ideal tetrahedron edges, R^2  ^ -^ 23 ^34 via [46; 59]
R \ 2 , x R 2 3 ,x ■^34,x \ / I  +  €xx Éyæ
R \ 2 , y R^3,y i? 3 4 ,y  =- 1 ^xy 1 +  €yy
R \ 2 , z R 2 3 ,z R 3 4 ,z j \  ^xz ^yz 1
-zy R k v
R k .  
R k v
^ 34.., +  622
The ideal tetrahedron edges are R^ =  [110]a/2, [011]a/2, [110]a/2, where a 
denotes the equilibrium lattice constant of the cations, i.e., for Ga atoms and for 
In atoms. The strain tensors are then calculated by the matrix inversion as
-yx
'-yy
-yz
E\2,x R23,x -^ 34,a
— I -^ 12,y -^ 23,y -^ 34,y
Ri2,z R23,z R 3A,'.
-^ 23,y
R^S,.
R°S4,.
^34,y 
^34,.,
- 1
- I
The strain tensors can be found from the matrix of e.
4.5 Numerical Implementation of the Valence 
Force Field
To calculate the relaxed atomic positions inside and around quantum dot, the 
total elastic energy is minimized with respect to the atomic positions Ri. In this
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work, the steepest descent conjugate gradient method [60], developed by William 
W. Hager, has been implemented. This software is called CGDESCENT which 
has been widely developed in both C and Fortran program.
We consider the InAs quantum dot embedded inside GaAs super cell. To 
simultaneously relax the atomic positions in the whole supercell, in the beginning 
of the simulation all of the atoms are placed on the GaAs FCC super cell. In 
the minimization process, all atoms are allowed to deviate from the ideal GaAs 
super cell structure. This process is repeated until the displacements of all atoms 
between the former and present atomic positions are less than 0.001 À.
After relaxing the atomic positions inside and around the quantum dot, we 
then attem pt to investigate the strain distribution inside this structure. To 
consider strain effect on quantum dot, the knowledge of the strain tensor is 
necessary to achieve. We calculate the strain tensors, hydrostatic and biax­
ial strain components by using the method in Section 4.4. The strain tensors 
(exx, ^xy, Gxz, Gyx, Cyy, 6yz, 6zx, ^zy and 6zz) are obtained by multiplying the matrix 
of distorted tetrahedron edges (i?i2, R 23 and ^ 34) with the inverse matrix of ideal 
tetrahedron edges {R12, R 23 and -R34).
In Figure 4.6, the flowchart for calculation of the strain distribution using the 
Valence Force Field Approach is described step by step:
In the first step, the atomistic details are inputted into this model such as 
atomic positions inside and around quantum dot and the fitting parameters from 
total elastic energy in Table 4.1.
In the next step, the strain energy is minimized until the structure reaches 
the equilibrium state by using the steepest descent conjugate gradient method as 
described above. Then the outputs are the relaxed atomic positions and strain 
tensors. From these atomistic details, we can implement further to study the 
strain-induced potentials and the piezozelectricity of the Quantum Dot.
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PiezoelectricityStrain-induced
potential
Minimize th e  E lastic strain  energy
Input; th e  atom ic positions of th e  Q uantum  dot 
an d  th e  matrix, VFF p a ram ete rs
O utput -> th e  relaxed atom ic positions and  
strain  ten so rs  (exx, exy, exz, eyx, eyy, 
eyz, ezx, ezy  and  ezz)
Figure 4.6: Flowchart for calculation of the strain distributions using the Valence 
Force Field Approach
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4.6 Numerical Test of the InA s/ GaAs Quantum  
D ot
After considering the Valence Force Field Approach for quantum dot, we then 
implement this model to study the realistic system. The strain can regularly make 
the influence on the band alignment of quantum dot [61] so we have to study how 
large the GaAs FCC supercell can effect the hydrostatic and biaxial components. 
To consider strain influence on InAs/C a As quantum dot, the numerical detail of 
the strain tensors should be obtained. We calculate the hydrostatic and biaxial 
strain components along the principal axis of the symmetry (z-axis) through the 
top of InAs/CaAs quantum dot. Figure 4.7 illustrates the hydrostatic component 
of the strain defined as Ch = +  ^yy +  ^zz- Figure 4.8 also shows the biaxial
component of strain defined as e*, =  ezz ~  (^ ææ +  eyy)/2.0. We consider the base 
length of InAs/C a As pyramidal quantum dot is 8 times CaAs lattice constant. 
The height is half of the base length.
From Figure 4.7, we have found that the dimension of the CaAs super cell can 
influence the strain component inside the quantum dot. The Hydrostatic com­
ponent will be convergent when the size of the CaAs supercell is approximately 
two times larger than the base length of the InAs quantum dot. On the contrary, 
the biaxial component in Figure 4.8 does not depend on the dimension of CaAs 
matrix.
After investigating the effect of CaAs FCC super cell dimensions on the hydro­
static and biaxial components of InAs/CaAs quantum dot, we manage to compare 
our Valence Force Field Model with NEM0-3D [53] and J. Singh [54]’s results. 
The fitting parameters, a  and /?, from J. Singh’s model and Alex Zunger’s model 
are also compared in both hydrostatic and biaxial components. The base width 
of the InAs/CaAs quantum dot is 11.3 nm. The height is 5.65 nm. We com­
pare the hydrostatic and biaxial strain component from our model with the other 
calculations along the principal z direction from base to the top of InAs/CaAs 
quantum dot.
The result shows that hydrostatic strain component from our calculation in the 
surrounding material below the quantum dot is consistent with NEM0-3D and 
J. Singh’s results as shown in Figure 4.9. The hydrostatic strain component from
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the hydrostatic component {ch — &xx +  ^yy +  ^zz) 
with the dimensions of GaAs supercell. The base width of InAs/G a As pyramidal 
quantum dot is 8A, A  is the InAs lattice constant. The height is half of the base 
width. The dimension of the GaAs supercells in the graph is multipled by a, 
where a is the GaAs lattice constant.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the biaxial component (e  ^ =  e^z ~ {^xx +  e^^)/2.0) 
with the dimensions of GaAs supercell. The base width of InAs/G a As pyramidal 
quantum dot is 8A, A  is the InAs lattice constant. The height is half of the base 
width. The dimension of the GaAs super cells in the graph is multipled by a, 
where a is the GaAs lattice constant.
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our calculation in the surrounding material above the quantum dot is consistent 
with NEM0-3D’s results. However, there is a difference around the top of the 
quantum dot between our calculation and J. Singh’s results. The reason is that 
the force acting to the quantum dot originates from the surrounding material in 
the z direction. In our model the GaAs super cell dimension in the z direction 
is 20 nm, J.Singh’s dimension is 12 nm and NEM0-3D’s dimension is 50 nm. 
The force acting to quantum dot from J. Singh’s model is lower than ones from 
our model and NEM0-3D so the hydrostatic strain component from J. Singh’s 
model is higher than ones from our model and NEM0-3D. In the dot region, our 
result shows a hydrostatic strain component similar to the J. Singh’s calculation. 
Gompared to the NEM0-3D, there is a discrepancy in the dot region. The force 
acting to quantum dot from NEM0-3D is higher than ones from our model and 
J. Singh due to large dimension of the GaAs super cell. Therefore the hydrostatic 
strain component from our calculation is slightly higher than NEM0-3D as shown 
in Figure 4.9. In term of the biaxial strain component, our calculation is consistent 
with J. Singh’s result as shown in Figure 4.10.
The input parameters from J. Singh’s model and Alex Zunger’s model pro­
vide similar results in both hydrostatic and biaxial components of InAs/GaAs 
quantum dot as illustrated in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 because a  and /? in Table 4.1 
are almost the same.
4.7 Piezoelectricity
After studying the strain distribution, we turn the attention to the piezoelectric 
effect. The strain in quantum dot causes the atoms in the structure to change 
the crystal lattice geometry. These changes can lead to the polarization in this 
structure. The piezoelectricity is defined as the generation of electric polarization 
by the application of stress to a crystal lacking a center of symmetry [62; 63]. 
The piezoelectric behaviour is exhibited in quartz, rochelle salt and tourmaline, 
as well as in cubic and hexagonal semiconductors [31]. The zinc-blende structure 
is one of the simplest examples of such a lattice, and the strength of the resulting
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the hydrostatic component from our model with the 
other results. The base width of the InAs/GaAs quantum dot is 11.3 nm. The 
height is 5.65 nm.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the biaxial component from our model with the other 
results. The base width of the InAs/GaAs quantum dot is 11.3 nm. The height 
is 5.65 nm.
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polarization is simply described by 614 [33; 64; 65; 66]. Their relation to the strain 
tensor field is given by
P  — 2ei4
' y^z
^xz
^xy
(4,8)
where 6yz, 6xz and Cxy are the off-diagonal components of the strain tensors 
and 6i4 is the piezoelectric constant of the considered material.
The piezoelectric charge , ppiezo, arises from the polarization:
Ppiezo = “ V • P  (4.9)
The piezoelectric potential is obtained by solving Poisson’s equation. The 
Poisson’s equation [67] is given by
e(r)
(4.10)
where e(r) is the static dielectric constant of the respective material at the 
position r. After solving the 3D Poisson’s equation, the resulting piezoelectric 
potential Vp is theoretically included into the Empirical Tight-Binding model 
as the on site-diagonal potential energy Vpiezo = —^Vp, e is the electron charge. 
Table 4.2 shows the parameters used to calculate the piezoelectric potential.
Table 4.2: List of the piezoelectric and dielectric constant [68; 69; 70]
Parameters Ci4 dielectric constant
InAs 0.045 15.15
GaAs 0.16 15.15
GaSb 0.126 15.70
InSb 0.079 17.70
InP 0.035 12.40
Next we calculate the piezoelectric potential in InAs/GaAs quantum dot by 
solving the corresponding 3D Poisson equation. In Figure 4.11, we plot the iso­
surface of the piezoelectric potential. It has shown that the piezoelectric potential 
is concentrated in the region close to the top of the pyramid and below the base
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of the quantum dot. It is seen that the piezoelectric potential is mostly positive 
(red iso-surface) along the [110] direction and negative (blue iso-surface) along 
the [110] direction. The iso-surface potentials are ±  30 meV.
Figure 4.11: 3D plot of the piezoelectric potential of InAs/GaAs quantum dot, 
base width =  4.84 nm and height =  2.42 nm
4.8 Numerical Implementation of the Piezoelec­
tricity
After generating the quantum dot shape, supercell size and calculating the strain 
tensors, we investigate the electric polarization because of the change the crystal 
lattice geometry, normally called Piezoelectricity. To evaluate the piezoelectric 
potential Vp of Quantum dot, the 3D Poisson’s equation in equation 4.10 has to 
be solved. We employ the Finite Differential method for this purpose. The grid 
size [h) is equal to a/3, where a is supercell lattice constant. The 3D Poisson’s 
equation is given in the following equation.
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The left-hand side is given by:
Vp{x -h h, y, z) -  4Vp(g;, y, z) +  Vp{x -  h, y, z)
h?
Vp{x, y - i - h , z ) -  W p{x, y, z) + Vp{x, y - h , z )
h?
Vp(T, 2/, z -H /i) -  4Vp(a;, ?/, z) -b ;/, z -  /t)
h?
The right-hand side is given by:
(4.11)
-2ei4
e(r) h
ezz (a;, 2/ +  /i, z) -  6;ga;(T, 2/ -  /i,
h
exyjx, y , z  + h) -  e^yjx, y , z - h )  
h
(4.12)
Then we employ the Sparse Linear Algebra Package called DLAP routine 
[71] to solve a corresponding large linear equation. DLAP is the Sparse Linear 
Algebra Package of Anne Greenbaum and Mark Seager
DLAP Characteristics:
1. Store the nonzero elements of a matrix A
2. Use a simple scheme in which every nonzero element is stored as a row 
index, column index and value
3. includes a space-saving option for symmetric matrices
In this work, the matrix corresponding to the piezoelectricity problem is 
sparse. The dimension of this matrix is 7 x # ,  where N  is the number of the grid 
and 7 refers to the non-zero matrix elements in each row of the matrix.
We show the the flowchart for calculation the piezoelectricity in Figure 4.12. 
The off-diagonal strain tensors (e^z, e^z and e^y), piezoelectric constant (614) 
and dielctric constant e(r) are numerically inputted into this model. Then we 
calculate the Piezozelectric Polarization, Py and P^. The piezoelectric charge 
Ppiezo is calculated by taking the divergence to the Piezoelectric Polarization (P ) .
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To obtain the piezoelectric potential Vp, the 3D Poisson’s equation needs to be 
solved by using the Finite Differential method as described above. We then 
employ the DLAP routine to solve the large linear equation. The piezoelectric 
potential Vp{r) is numerically included in the Empirical Tight-Binding model as 
the on site-diagonal potential energy, £ ’° +  Vp(r) where is the on-site empirical 
tight-binding energy and a is the orbital.
Output; th e  p iezoelectric potential Vp
S olve th e  3D P o is so n 's  equation  using DLAP
Input: off-diagonal strain  ten so rs , 
piezoelectric c o n stan t and  dielectric co n stan t
C alcu late  ch a rg e  p = -div P
P iezoelectric  polarization: 
Px = e1 4  . eyz 
Py = e1 4  . exz 
P z  = e14  . exy
T he Vp a re  included to th e  on-site  
d iagonal en erg y  in ETB
Figure 4.12: Flowchart for calculation of the piezoelectricity
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Chapter 5 
Tight-binding M ethod to  
Quantum D ot
5.1 Introduction
The experts in the field of nano-scale system have explored a variety of approaches 
to represent matter in nano-semiconductors. All these approaches can be divided 
into two major categories: atomistic and non-atomistic. The non-atomistic ap­
proaches do not attem pt to model each individual atom in the structure, but 
introduce a variety of approximations that are usually based on a continuous, 
jellium-type description of matter. Such approaches typically deal on the lowest 
level with effective masses and band edges. Atomistic approaches attem pt to in­
clude the electronic wavefunction of each atom in some approximation. The main 
question is what basis set to use for the representation of the electronic wave­
function. There are two methods: (1) plane waves basis, and (2) local orbital 
basis. In this work, we choose the local orbital basis (tight-binding) approx­
imation for its ability to model nano-semiconductors. In fact, Tight-Binding 
method has been widely used to calculate the electronic structure of Quantum 
Dot [56; 72; 73; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78; 79] because it only needs a small number of 
the localized orbitals. Over the years, several types of Tight-Binding approaches 
have been developed, based on different kinds of parameterizations and neigh­
bouring atoms. An interesting field is a study of the Tight-Binding parameter
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transferability that allows this method to be used in a large structure. There­
fore, we develop the empirical tight-binding method based on P. Yogi [38], called 
sp^s* empirical tight-binding appraoch. We limit the interaction up to the first 
nearest-neighbouring atoms only.
In this chapter, we discuss the sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach for bulk 
semiconductors. Then we manage to implement this method to Quantum Dots. 
There are two theoretical systems of Quantum Dots, no-strain and strain system 
depending on the lattice- mismatch. We discuss how to implement the Tight- 
Binding method into these two systems. Then we study the influence of the 
GaAs super cell dimensions on the electronic structure of InAs Quantum dot as 
a function of the dimensions of the GaAs sup cell to embed the InAs Quantum 
dot. Next the wave functions of the InAs/GaAs quantum dot are plotted as the 
iso-surface. We investigate the effect of the external electric field on the double 
quantum dot. This structure can be used to study the double quantum dot in 
the view of the Quantum computing. The wave functions of the double quantum 
dot inside the external electric field can also be shown as 3D plot.
5.2 sp^s* Empirical Tight-Binding M ethod
The sp^s* empirical tight-binding method was developed by P. Vogl [30; 38; 80; 
81] by introducing the excited state s* orbital with s-type symmetry. The reason 
for treating the s* states is that it is a simple tool for producing accurate indirect 
band edges. The sp^s* empirical tight-binding model has been applied to calculate 
the nanostructures. Quantum Well, Quantum Wire and Quantum Dot [30].
In the case of crystalline bulk semiconductors, the one-electron wavefunction 
can be written as:
^nk =  -  Rff) (5.1)
0/3 R
Here we write = i? +  d/j, where R  is the lattice vector, d is the atomic 
displacement and the subscript (3 and a  refer to atom index and to atomic or­
bital index, respectively. Cap are the coefficients of the linear combination which 
depend on n  and k.
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The coefficients Cap of the linear combination are determined by solving the 
Schrodinger equation:
H ^nk = Enk^nk (5.2)
Enk represent the energy. Then multiplying by <p* to both sides of the equation 
5.2. We obtain the matrix elements of sp^s* empirical tight-binding model:
^  ^  -  Rp))Eap{4>ocir -  Rp)\
, (5.3)+ ^  — É0)) taâ{Rp — Rp){(l>a{r — Rp)\
aâ,R^^Rp
In this work, we consider the interaction up to the first nearest-neighboring
atoms. There are five diagonal elements. Es,a, Ep,a, and Es*,a .with a = a(anion),
c( cat ion), and seven off-diagonal elements.
V s s  =  ^ t s s { R a  -  R c ) ,
^ x x  —  ^ ^P x P x {R a  ~  R c ) j  
Vxy =  ^tpxPy{Ra ~  Rc)j
V s p  = 4 t s p ^ { R a  ~  R c)-)  (5.4)
kps — ^ t p x s { R a  R c ) j
k s * p  ~  4 t s * p x  { R a  R c )  5
VpS*  —  4 : t p ^ s * { R a  R c ) l
Here we neglect the 5*—5* interaction. Then we obtain the 10x10 Hamiltonian 
matrix in Table 5.1:
In this matrix, the coefficients gi give the k dependence in equation ??. They 
are defined as:
qq = cos(A:i7r/2) cos(A:27r/2) cos(/c37r/2) — is\n(ki'K/2) sin(A:27r/2) sin(/û37r/2),
Qi =  — cos(/ûi7r/2) sin(/û27r/2) sin(A:37r/2) i sin(A:i7r/2) cos(/c27t/2) cos(A:37r/2),
Q2 =  — sin(A;i7r/2) cos(A:27r/2) sin(/û37r/2) — i cos(A:i7r/2) sin(/û27r/2) cos(A:37r/2),
Q3 =  — sin(A:i7r/2) sin(A:27r/2) cos(A:37r/2) — i cos(/vi7r/2) cos(/û27r/2) sin(A:37r/2),
(5.5)
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Table 5.1: Matrix for the ten s, p^ and s* bands in the diamond and zinc-blende
51 V I VI Z1 51* 52 V2 V2 Z2 52*
51 Esi 0 0 0 0 kgp i^ y$p92 kgpPs 0
V I 0 -^ pi 0 0 0 —yps9i yxx9o yxy93 yxy9s —yps*9i
Y1 0 0 Epi 0 0 ~yps92 yxy9s yxx9o kæyâ'l —yps*92
Z1 0 0 0 Epi 0 —yps93 yxy92 yxx9i kxj/5'O ~yps*93
s v 0 0 0 0 Esi* 0 kg*p^ l kg*pp2 kg*pp3 0
52 kss5'o ~yps92 ~yps9i 0 ■^ sl 0 0 0 0
V2 ^sp9i —yxx9o ~yxy9l ~yxy92 k^ *p5'i 0 Ep2 0 0 0
V2 ~yxy9l —KxS'o — kg*p^ 2 0 0 Ep2 0 0
Z2 ~yxy92 —Kxpi ~yxy9o Vs*pp3 0 0 0 E p2 0
52* 0 yps*9i yps*92 kpg*P3 0 0 0 0 0 E s2*
The emipirical matrix elements of sp^s* empirical tight-binding model are 
given in Table 5.2 :
Table 5.2: Tight-binding parameters (in eV) of sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
model from P. Vogl [38]
Es,a Ep,a Es,c Ep,c Es*,a Es*,C
Si -4.2000 1.7150 -4.2000 1.7150 6.6850 6.6850
Ge -5.8800 1.6100 -5.8800 1.6100 6.3900 6.3900
GaAs -8.3431 1.0414 -2.6569 3.6686 8.5914 6.7386
InAs -9.5381 0.9099 -2.7219 3.7201 7.4099 6.7401
AlAs -7.5273 0.9833 -1.1627 3.5867 7.4833 6.7267
GaSb -7.3207 0.8554 -3.8993 2.9146 6.6354 5.9846
InSb -8.0157 0.6738 -3.4643 2.9162 6.4530 5.9362
InP -8.5274 0.8735 -1.4826 4.0465 8.2635 7.0665
The band structure data calculated by sp^s* Tight-Binding Method from P. 
Vogl [38] are given in Table 5.3.
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kso,pc Vsc,pa y s* a,pc ys*p,pa
Si -8.3000 1.7150 4.5750 5.7292 5.7292 5.3749 5.3749
Ge -6.7800 1.6100 4.9000 5.4649 5.4649 5.2191 5.2191
GaAs -6.4513 1.9546 5.0779 4.4800 5.7839 4.8422 4.8077
InAs -5.6052 1.8398 4.4693 3.0354 5.4389 3.3744 3.9097
AlAs -6.6642 1.8780 4.2919 5.1106 5.4965 4.5216 4.9950
GaSb -6.1567 1.5789 4.1285 4.9601 4.6675 4.9895 4.2180
InSb -5.5193 1.4018 3.8761 3.7880 4.5900 3.5666 3.4048
InP -5.3614 1.8801 4.2324 2.2265 5.5825 3.4623 4.4814
Table 5.3: Band structure energies (eV) at symmetry points [38]
Compound  ^1 FÎ V f
Si -12.50 4.10 -7.69 -7.69 1.13 1.13
Ge -12.66 0.90 -8.76 -8.76 0.76 0.76
GaAs -12.55 1.55 -9.83 -6.88 2.03 2.38
InAs -12.69 0.43 -10.20 -6.64 2.28 2.66
AlAs -11.73 3.04 -9.52 -5.69 2.30 2.68
GaSb -12.00 0.78 -9.33 -6.76 1.21 1.28
InSb -11.71 0.23 -9.20 -6.43 1.71 1.83
InP -11.42 1.41 -8.91 -6.01 2.44 2.97
5.3 Spin-Orbit Interaction in sp^s* Tight-Binding  
M ethod
The spin-orbit interaction [28; 30] was included in the empirical tight-binding 
model by Chadi. The spin-orbit interaction, considering a spherical symmetric 
potential, is written as
Hso =
h 1 d(Vcr)
L . cr (5.6)
4m^c^ r dr
where a are the Pauli matrices, Vc is the crystal potential and L  is the angular 
momentum. The spin-orbit matrix elements are (we explicitly consider the spin
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index cr = | ,  ]. in the localized basis )
{a,Rp,a \H so\à ,Rp,à) = (oiRp[
h 1 dVrV
' 4 m V r  dr
In this case, we consider only the contributions on the same atom, then the 
only non-zero matrix elements are [30]
(5.8)
{Px, Rp, Î 1^50by, Rp, )^ = -ïA/3,
{Px, Rp, i  \Hso\Py, Rp, i)  =  i p^,
{Pz, Rp, Î \Hso\Px, Rp, i)  =  -A/3, 
{Pz, Rp, i \Hso\Px, Rp, Î) =  A/3, 
{Py, Rp, Î  \Hso\Pz, Rp, i)  =  - i^ p ,  
(Py, Rp, i l% obz, Rp^ T) =  - i^ p ,
and their complex conjugates. Here Xp = Xa, Xc are the spin-orbit splitting of 
the anion and cation p states which are the fitting parameters given in Table 5.4
[82]
Table 5.4: Xp of common semiconductors [82]
Aa Ac
GaAs 0.421 0.174
InAs 0.421 0.392
AlAs 0.421 0.024
GaSb 0.973 0.179
InSb 0.973 0.392
InP 0.067 0.392
5.4 Tight-Binding Approach for Quantum D ots
Quantum dots are characterized by the confinement in all three spatial dimen­
sions. One of the most fundamental basis for representing such a highly confined 
wave function is atomic-like orbitals centred on each atom of the crystal. Solving
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for the electronic structure of a quantum dot requires details in model of the local 
environment on an atomic scale.
Quantum dots can be fabricated in a number of material systems. Prom an 
electronic structure point of view, the treatment mainly depends on the bulk lat­
tice constants of all materials. When the bulk lattice constants are the same, the 
system can indicate to be lattice-matched. When they are not, they are called 
lattice-mismatched. Lattice-matched examples include GaAs/AlAs and its alloys 
GüxAli-x^s,  as well as /no.53Gao.47^-5//no.52A/o.47^s- An InAs quantum dot sur­
rounded by GaAs or InP layer is example of lattice-mismatched. The treatment 
of the two cases is necessarily different because a matrix element of the Hamilto­
nian between two orbitals centered on different atoms depends on the position of 
the atoms. In this work, the two-center approximation is considered so that only 
the relative position of neighboring atoms is important in the calculation. In a 
lattice-matched system, the atoms constitute a perfect crystal with uniform unit 
cells. On the other hand, in a lattice-mismatched system, the atomic positions 
inside and around the quantum dot deviate from the uniform primitive cell due 
to the strain effect. In this section, we discuss the Tight-Binding method for 
no-strain (lattice-matched) and strain (lattice-mismatched) system [82].
5.4.1 Tight Binding M ethod for No-Strain System
In case of the lattice-matched system, the atomic-like orbitals are assumed to 
be orthonormal Bravais basis. The lattice points can describe a crystal in a 
lattice-matched system:
Rni,n2,ri3 = + 722^ 2 +  (5.9)
where are primitive direct lattice translation vectors and rii are integers. If 
there is more than one atom per primitive cell for example Si, GaAs or InAs, the 
atoms within a cell are indexed by ji and the location of the atom within the 
cell located in equation 5.9 is given by where dp is the displacement
relative to the cell origin. The wavefunction is represented as a general expansion
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in terms of linear combination of localized atomic-like orbitals;
 ^ Ni N2 N3
1^) ^  ^nin2U3 Rni,n2,n3+d^) (5.10)
where a  indexes the atomic-like orbitals centred on the n  atoms within each 
cell (721, 722, 723). The eigenvalues can be calculated from eigen value problem:
{aii-,Rn^,n2,n3+dp\H -  E\^)  = {) (5.11)
The matrix elements from equation 5.11 between localized orbitals are ex­
pressed as tight-binding parameters with the additional limitation of interactions 
to the nearest neighbors. In this work, we employ the fitting parameters from P. 
Vogl [38] from Table 5.2.
5.4.2 Tight-Binding M ethod for Strain System
In a lattice-mismatched system, the atomic positions inside and around the Quan­
tum Dot can be calculated from Valence Force Field method. In this system, sev­
eral additional complications mainly arise due to the strain distribution. First, 
the super cell is no longer regularly spaced. In a lattice-mismatched quantum dot 
fabricated from zincblende crystal materials, the location of an anion-cation pair 
deviates from the ideal positions.
The second complication affects the nearest neighbor parameters. As men­
tioned above, in the two-center approximation these nearest neighbor parameters 
depend on the relative atomic positions. Therefore the bond angle between atoms 
is no longer uniform in a lattice-mismatched system. Furthermore, the two-center 
parameter approximation does not have their ideal values as distance d between 
the atoms in each pair is in general different from its ideal (bulk crystal) value. 
The two-center parameters are assumed to scale as:
VaHj = (5.12)
where Vap^ y stand for the fitting parameters due to the strain effect. For the 
given pair of atoms do is the ideal separation, d is the actual relative displacement.
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and is the ideal parameter for the orbitals involved. From Harrison’s book
[83], it is expected that most of these exponents Uapj should be approximately 
2.0. The validity of this exponent has been demonstrated for II-VI materials and 
neighbors by Sapra and co-authors [84]. Delerue and co-authors [85] state that 
the nearest neighbor’s interactions are taken to scale like d~‘^ (where d is the 
interatomic distance). Saito and co-authors [80] demonstrate that the changes 
in the interatomic matrix elements due to the strain are treated by the rule. 
More complicated ways to deal with the scaling of the interatomic matrix ele­
ments by calculating the dependence of the energy bands on volume effects and 
different exponents for different orbitals have been carried out. Santoprete and 
co-authors [56] present an atomistic investigation of the influence of strain on the 
electronic properties of InAs/GaAs quantum dots by using the sp^s* empirical 
tight-binding approach. They employ a single exponent Uap^ = 3.40 for all in­
teratomic matrix elements. Jaskolski and his colleagues [86] present the sp^s* 
empirical tight-binding study of the electronic structure and optical properties of 
vertically stacked double self-assembled InAsGaAs quantum dots. The exponent 
Uapj is 2.90 for all interatomic matrix elements. E. P. O’Reilly, A. Lindsay, S. 
Tomic and M. Kamal-Saadi [87] express how the tight-binding method provides 
a particularly useful approach to understand the electronic structure of GalnNAs 
alloys, and use it to derive a k.p model for the electronic structure of GalnNAs 
heterostructures. They have calculated the exponents of the interatomic inter­
actions between different orbitals on neighbouring atoms. The exponents Uapj 
are different for each type of interaction. Theses exponents can reproduce as 
closely as possible the absolute hydrostatic deformation potentials for both of 
the highest valence states and lowest conduction states at F, L and X. A. V. 
Dvurechenskii, A. V. Nenashev and A. I. Yakimov [88] have investigated theoret­
ically the strain distribution in pyramid-shaped Ge/Si quantum dots and their 
environment, using the sp^ tight-binding method. The exponents Uap^ are dif­
ferent for each type of the interatomic matrix element. In our model, we use a 
single exponent Uapj =  2.00 for all interatomic matrix elements because most of 
the authors choose this exponent (although the program could easily be used to 
investigate the effects of different choices). The list of the exponent riapj is shown 
in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: List of inputted to Tight-Binding Method for Strain System in
References exponent Uocp^y
Harrison’s book [83]
Sapra and co-authors [84] 
Delerue and co-authors [85] 
Saito and co-authors [80] 
Santoprete and co-authors [56] 
Jaskolski and his colleagues [86] 
E. P. O’Reilly and co-authors [87] 
Dvurechenskii and co-authors [88]
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.40 for all interatomic matrix elements 
2.90 for all interatomic matrix elements 
different for each type of interatomic matrix element 
different for each type of interatomic matrix element
5.5 Numerical Implementation of The Tight-Binding  
M ethod
We discuss how to implement the sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach to cal­
culate the electronic structure of quantum dot. We also demonstrate the sp^s*
ETB Code which the author has developed by implementing the Fortran program 
in Appendix A. To obtain the electronic properties of quantum dot, the matrix 
elements in equation 5.11 depending on the strain and no-strain system have to 
be calculated and stored.
The matrix of the tight-binding approach is sparse. A sparse matrix is a 
matrix populated primarily with zeros. In sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach, 
we consider the interaction up to the nearest neighbors. The number of the non­
zero matrix elements is 21 which arises from the off-site and on-site atoms. There 
are 4 nearest-neighbors (4 x 5) and 1 on-site atom. Therefore the dimension 
of the matrix is V  x 21 instead of A  x V, A  is the row (column) which can 
reduce the computational time to diagonalize the matrix. To obtain a number 
of row, A  is equal to Natam x Earh, Eatom aud Norb is the number of the atoms 
and orbitals (in sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach, Norb =  5), respectively.
In case of the spin-orbit interaction, we consider only the contributions of the 
spin-orbit interaction on the same atom. The row of the matrix elements will 
become 2 x Norb x Natom, 2 comes from the spin-up and down term.
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After diagonalizing the tight-binding matrix by using the eigen value solver, 
described latter in Section 5.9, the eigen energies and the eigen states are ob­
tained. We then attempt to plot the 3D iso-surface of the square of the wave 
functions, probabilities. To plot the 3D graph, there are various visualization 
software packages such as Opendx, OpenGl, Matlab and etc. For the purpose 
of the work, we consider the Matlab. The Matlab source code to plot the 3D 
iso-surface is shown in Appendix B.
In Figure 5.1, the flowchart to implement the Tight-Binding method for a 
Quantum dot has been illustrated. The process is:
The input parameters are included to this model such as the atomic posi­
tions of the Quantum dot and surrounding material, neighbours, empirical tight- 
binding parameters and valence band offset. Then we construct the empirical 
tight-binding matrix which is sparse. To obtain the eigen-values and the eigen 
states, we employ the powerful eigen value solver called PRIMME. To illustrate 
the 3D squared modulus of the wave functions, the Matlab has been implemented.
5.6 Numerical Test of InAs/ GaAs Quantum D ot
The electron and hole states can be calculated from sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
method as described in this chapter. We also include the spin-orbit interaction 
into this tight-binding model. In this work, we investigate how large the di­
mension of the GaAs super cell can converge the energy states. The structure 
of the system studied here is InAs pyramidal quantum dot embedded in GaAs 
surrounding material. The base length of InAs pyramidal quantum dot is 8A 
where A  is the InAs lattice constant. The height is half of the base length. The 
graphs of the electron and hole states are plotted as a function of the increasing 
dimensions of the GaAs super cells in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The results 
demonstrate that the electron and hole states will be convergent when the GaAs 
super cell reaches practically two times larger than InAs quantum dot size.
Then, we manage to calculate the electron and hole states as a function of the 
InAs quantum dot base width. From 5.4, we find that the energies of electron 
states decrease with the increasing InAs quantum dot base widths. In contrast, 
the energies of hole states increase when the base widths increase. Therefore, the
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Construct the ETB matrix elements
Output : array of the sparse ETB matrix
Plot the iso-surface of the squared 
of the wavefunotions by Matlab
Output: eigen values and eigen states
Eigen value solver : PRIMME
Input: atomic positions of the QD and matrix, 
neighbours, ETB parameters and valence band offset
Figure 5.1: Flowchart for implementation of the Tight-Binding method for Quan­
tum dot
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Figure 5.2: The energies of eletron states vs the dimensions of GaAs super cells. 
The base length of InAs pyramidal quantum dot is 48.4 A {SajnAs) where ajnAs 
is the InAs lattice constant. The height is half of the base length.
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Figure 5.3: The energies of hole states vs the dimensions of GaAs supercells. The 
base length of InAs pyramidal quantum dot is 48.4 A (Sa/^As) where u/nAs is the 
InAs lattice constant. The height is half of the base length.
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band gap of the InAs/GaAs quantum dot becomes smaller as a function of the 
quantum dot base widths.
&
P0)c
1 .5 -
1 .4 -
0 .2 -
0.0
2 .4 2 4  3 .6 3 6  4 .8 4 8  6 .0 6 0
Dot s ize  (nm)
7 .2 7 2
Figure 5.4: The energy spectrum as a function of InAs quantum dot base widths. 
The shape of quantum dot is the pyramid. The GaAs supercell dimension is 
24fl(7ayis X X lAt tQaAs -
Finally, the wave functions of pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dot are also 
investigated as 3D plots. We consider the pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dot 
of which base width is equal to 4.84 nm and height is equal to 2.42 nm. The 
wavefunctions are shown as the 3D iso-surface plots of the squared wave functions 
for the first-three lowest electron states (ei — eg) in Figure 5.5, 5.7, 5.9 and first- 
three highest hole states (hi — hg) in Figure 5.6, 5.8, 5.10 . The green isosurface 
level is selected as the pyramidal quantum dot. The red isosurface levels are 
chosen as 0.75 of the maximum probability density. In Figure 5.5, the lowest 
electron state 6% is an s-like state according to its nodal structure [74]. The next 
two electron states (c2 and eg) are designated as the p-like states. In contrast, 
the hole states cannot be classified by an s-like (hi) and the p-like (h2 and hg) 
according to their nodal structures.
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Figure 5.5: The isosurface
of constant probability density 
(squared modulus of the wave 
function) for electron state ei in­
dicating the s-like states without 
the spin-orbit interaction
Figure 5.6: Same as Figure 5.5 
but for hole state h%
e
Figure 5.7: Same as Figure 5.5 
but for electron state eg indicat­
ing the p-like states
Figure 5.8: Same as Figure 5.5 
but for hole state hg
Figure 5.9: Same as Figure 5.5 
but for electron state eg indicat­
ing the p-like states
Figure 5.10: Same as Figure 5.5 
but for hole state hg
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5.7 Tight-Binding Approach in the External Elec­
tric Field
After studying the tight-binding Hamiltonian for quantum dot, we include a 
crucial term into it, the electric field. The effects of an electric field [89; 90; 91; 
92; 93; 94] on the electronic and optical properties of quantum dot have been 
intensively investigated for few year. This is because the electric field can be 
employed to control the dynamic of the electron in double quantum dot and the 
qubit operations [95; 96; 97]. In this work, we perform the preliminary study of 
the electric field effects in quantum dot using the sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
approach.
A static external electric field is described by adding e F . r, where F  is the 
electric field. This is accomplished by including the dipole matrix elements be­
tween atomic orbitals on the same and neighboring atoms in the tight-binding 
Hamiltonian matrix. The small off-site dipole matix elements are neglected. The 
on-site dipole moments are
(5.13)
The first term in equation 5.13 represents the global effect. The dipole matrix 
element between different orbitals on the same site (the second term in equation 
5.13) are taken from Table 5.6 [98].
Table 5.6: Nonzero local dipole moment between tight-binding basis states for 
In, As, and Ga. The symbol a denotes the cartesian-coordinate directions, x, y 
and z
In (A°) As (A°) Ga (A°)
[98]. (s|r|pa) 1.106 0.754 0.961
{s*\APa) 0.196 0.123 0.167
Next, we calculate the electronic structure of double quantum dot in an exter­
nal electric field. We consider the identical InAs/GaAs pyramidal double quan­
tum dot, base width =  4.84 nm, height =  2.42 nm and inter-dot distance =  0.56 
nm. We apply the external electric field to this system in the z direction. The
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first two electron states are plotted as a function of the electric fields in Figure 
5.11. A is the inter-dot tunneling energy. In the application of double quan­
tum dot in the view of Quantum Computation, the first two electron levels of 
the double quantum-dot can be used to embody a charge qubit. To study the 
dynamic of the electron in double quantum dot, the electric pulse in Figure 5.11 
is applied to this system. Initially the electron is assumed to be in the ground 
state and then the electric pulse is applied to double quantum dot. At Vp = 0.0 
V/m, the electron will move back and forth between the two dots during the pulse 
depending on the duration of the electric pulse (t). The oscillation frequency (fl) 
is defined as Ml =  A at =  0.0 V/m. In this structure, A is 100 meV and the 
oscillation frequency is 150 THz which is very high to operate in the experiment. 
However, the frequency can theoretically be optimized by changing the geometry 
of the double quantum dot (inter-dot distance and dot size) and quantum dot 
and surrounding material. The wave functions of the first-four electron states 
versus the electric fields are also shown as the isosurfaces in Figure 5.12 - 5.19. 
The green isosurface level is selected as the double quantum dot shape. The red 
isosurface level is chosen to be of 0.5 of the maximum probability density.
W ithout the external electric field (0.0 MV/cm), the probabilities of the first- 
four wave functions in the upper and lower dots are the same. Within the external 
electric fields, the probabilities of the first four wave functions in the upper and 
lower dots are not the same and depend on the sign and magnitude of the electric 
fields. We now consider only the first-two electron states from double quantum 
dot. At the positive electric field, the probability of e\ wave function in the 
lower dot gradually increases with increasing magnitude of the electric field. In 
contrast, the probability of an electron to be in state eg in the lower dot will be 
reversed with the e\ wave function property. At the negative electric field, the 
probability of an electron to be in state e\ in the lower dot gradually decreases 
since the magnitude of the electric field increases. In contrast, the probability of 
an electron to be in state eg in the lower dot will be the reverse of the e\ wave 
function property. Therefore the external electric field can be used to adjust the 
localization of electron states in the double quantum dot.
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Figure 5.11: The electric field vs electron states. We employ the identical 
InAs/GaAs pyramidal double quantum dot, base width =  4.84 nm, height =  
2.42 nm and inter-dot distance =  0.56 nm.
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5.8 Numerical Im plementation of the Tight-Binding  
M ethod in the External Electric Field
In this Section, we discuss the implementation of the sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
approach in the external electric field to calculate the electronic structure of 
quantum dot. We also show the sp^s* ETB in the Electric Field Code which has 
been developed by implementing the Fortran program in Appendix C.
The matrix of the tight-binding approach inside the external electric field is 
sparse. The external electric field has been considered by including the dipole 
matrix elements between atomic orbitals on the same and neighboring atoms in 
the tight-binding Hamiltonian matrix. The small off-site dipole matix elements 
are neglected [89; 98]. The number of the non-zero matrix elements is 25 which 
arises from the off-site and on-site atoms. There are 20 elements from 4 nearest- 
neighbors (4 X 5) and 5 elements from 1 on-site atom (1 x 5), which are taken 
to account for the dipole moment term in equation 5.13. The dimension of the 
matrix is N  x 25, where N  is the row and 25 is the column. Therefore we can 
store the matrix elements in an A  x 25 array instead of the N  x N  array.
The flowchart to implement the Tight-Binding method in the external elec­
tric field are the same as Figure 5.1. However, in the beginning of the process 
the electric field, the dipole moments and direction of the electric field are also 
inputted.
5.9 Eigenvalue Solver
The matrix elements can be constructed from sp^s* Empirical Tight-Binding 
method; the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are mainly required for the low lying 
electron and hole states near the band gap. The nearest-neighbor tight-binding 
Hamiltonian matrix can be expressed as the sparse matrix. At the moment, a 
variety of the sparse matrix eigenvalue and eigenvector solver have been devel­
oped. In NEM0-3D [53], the authors used the Lanczos-eigenvalues method to 
solve the eigenvalues of the sparse matrix from sp^d^s* Empirical Tight-Binding 
method. They also used the folded-spectrum method [15], which is based on a 
minimization of the squared target matrix and has been developed by Zunger,
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to find the eigenvalues in the required range. Santoprete and co-authors mini­
mized the quotient with respect to the trial wave functions by a steepest descent 
algorithm.
In this work, we have implemented the sp^s* Empirical Tight-Binding method 
to study the Quantum Dot structure. To obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method, we employ the PReconditioned It­
erative MultiMethod Eigensolver (PRIMME) [99], which has been developed by 
A. Stathopoulos. It can also be used to calculate the smallest, largest or interior 
eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix. In case of InAs/GaAs quantum dot, we 
place the energy shift in the middle of the band gap of the bulk InAs. Therefore 
the low lying electron and hole states can be found using the PRIMME algorithm.
5.10 Properties of sp^s* Empirical Tight-Binding  
Software
This software can be used to study the single and double self-assembled Quan­
tum dots .e.g. Ge/Si, InAs/GaAs, InAs/InP, InP/GaP, InSb/GaSb, InSb/InP, 
GaAs/AlAs and GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. It can also calcualate the electronic 
properties of a chemically synthesized nanocrystal as an unstrained, spherical 
crystallite with perfect hydrogen surface passivation, silicon and germanium. The 
steps of the software are developed in this work
1. Construct the size, shape and com position of Quantum  D ot. The
Quantum dots can be of shape cubic, pyramidal, lens-shaped single or dou­
ble quantum dot. One can also assume that the dot is either chemically 
pure, or that it has a given composition/alloying profile.
2. R elax the atom ic positions to  m inim ize strain energy. We employ 
the Valence Force Field (VFF) to relax atomic positions inside and around 
quantum dot.
3. Calculate the piezoelectricity in quantum  dot. The piezoelectric field 
is investigated by solving the 3D Poisson’s equation.
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4. Construct the tight-binding m atrix. The sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
method within the interaction up to the first nearest-neighboring atoms is 
considered.
5. Solve the sparse m atrix by using PR IM M E to obtain the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors.
6. P lot the iso-surface o f single and double quantum  dot wave func­
tions. Matlab is used for this purpose.
To implement these six steps in simulation, FORTRAN program has been writ­
ten. The fiowchart of the model is shown in Figure 5.20. This model can generate 
the quantum dots in various shapes .e.g. pyramid, cube, sphere, double dot or 
cylinder which are embedded in the FCC supercell {nx,riy,nz). To relax the 
atomic positions inside and around the Quantum dot, we used the Valence force 
field. To minimize the strain energy of the Valence force field model, the steepest 
descent conjugate gradient method [60] has been used. To calculate the piezo­
electric potential of quantum dot, the DLAP routine has been considered. Next, 
the tight-binding basis accounts for the n e a r e s t - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  as discussed 
in Section 5.2. To diagonalize the empirical tight-binding matrix, the PRIMME 
has been considered as discussed in Section 5.9. Finally to plot the 3D iso-surface 
of the single and double quantum dot wave functions, Matlab has been used for 
this purpose.
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R elax  the atom ic position s d u e  to the  
strain en erg y
C onstruct th e  G eom etry o f QD
C alcu late  th e  p iezoelectric  potential
G en erate  th e  ETB matrix
S o lv e  the ETB matrix by PRIMME
S h o w  3D  w a v e  functions by Matlab
V__________________________y
Figure 5.20: Flowchart of Empirical Tight-Binding Software
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Chapter 6 
Electronic Structure of Type-II 
Quantum D ots
6.1 Introduction
Quantum dots have attracted much attention due to these technological applica­
tions in optoelectronic devices, such as Quantum Dot lasers. The strong local­
ization of the electronic wave function on quantum dots leads to an atomic-like 
electronic structure and to the possibility of novel and improved photonic and 
electronic devices, and also to the investigation of fundamental physics in low­
dimensional systems. In particular, type-11 quantum dots are attracting strong 
interest because of their special band structure when either electrons or holes 
are confined in the dots. The potential application of type-11 quantum dots to 
extend the accessible wavelength > 1.3 fim  for light emitting devices based on 
GaSb/GaAs quantum dot makes it important to study theoretically the band 
structure of these dots.
Due to the lattice mismatch between quantum dot and surrounding material, 
the strain effects are substantial in these quantum dots. We employ the atomistic 
calculations. Valence Force Field approach, to find the relaxed atomic positions 
in this structure. In order to understand the electronic properties of the quantum 
dots, there are several techniques such as k.p method [100], empirical pseudopo­
tential method [101], effective mass method [102] and empirical tight binding 
method [38; 56; 72; 73; 74]. In this chapter, we theoretically investigate the
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electronic structure of the type-II quantum dot by implementing the theoretical 
methods from the early chapters.
At the moment, the theoretical calculations of the type-II quantum dots have 
not been extensively investigated and there are only few papers that we can 
mention here. North and co-authors [103] investigated the electronic structure 
of type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dots by using the multiband effective-mass cal­
culation. Yeap and co-authors [104] studied the electronic and optical proper­
ties of the type-II In A sxS b i-x /In A s  by using the k.p method. Kamil Grad- 
kowski and co-authors [105] have reported the results of the room temperature 
photoreflectance (PR) and photoluminescence (PL) measurements of molecular- 
beam epitaxy (MBE)-grown GaAsSb/GaAs quantum dot structure: one with 
an Lno.14Guo.86As capping quantum well and one without it. PL technique is 
employed to probe the ground-state transition energies. Using the experimental 
data, they have calculated a band structure of these dots by using the 8-band k.p 
approach. The theoretical analysis accounts well in both GaAsSb/GaAs quantum 
dot with an Lno.14Guo.86As capping quantum well and one without it. In our cal­
culation, we implement the atomistic approach to deal with. The Tight-Binding 
approach is computationally less demanding than the pseudopotential method as 
we found in our study.
Compared to the type-I InAs/GaAs quantum dot, the type-II quantum dots 
have not been widely studied by using the tight-binding model. Therefore, we 
implement the sp^s* empirical tight-binding approach to study the type-II quan­
tum dot. We investigate the dependence of the EGG super cell dimensions on the 
probability to find the electron in type-II quantum dot. Then the optical matrix 
element of the ground state electron hole transition is calculated as a function of 
the EGG super cell sizes.
In this chapter, we report the theoretical calculations of the type-II quantum 
dots, GaSb/GaAs and InSb/InP quantum dots. The strain distribution of the 
quantum dot is calculated by using the Valence Force Field method. The piezo­
electricity is also obtained by solving the 3D Poisson’s equation. The strain- 
induced confinement potentials of the type-II Quantum dot is investigated by 
means of the the eight-band strain-dependent k.p approach. Then we numerically 
calculate the electronic structure of the quantum dot as a function of the base
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width. We then analyze the dependence on the arsenide and phosporous com­
position of the electronic structure of GaAsxShi-x/GaAs  and In P xS b i-x /In P  
quantum dot, respectively. Finally we compare our theoretical calculation with 
the experimental measurements and eight-band k.p approach.
6 .2  Theoretical Calculations
6.2.1 Strain Distribution
To study the strain effect on the type-II quantum dot, we employ the Valence 
Force Field model which is described in Chapter 4. d^ - denotes the bulk equilib­
rium bond length between the nearest-neighbor atom in the corresponding binary 
compound. The fitting parameters a  and are the bond-stretching and bond- 
bending force constants, respectively. We use the parameters from Reference 
[46; 106]. For the bending term, at the interface, we use for j3 the average of the 
corresponding values of the pure kind of quantum dot and surrounding material. 
Table 6.1 lists the corresponding parameters of the materials which are used in 
the elastic energy.
Table 6.1: Valence Force Field Parameters 46; 106
Parameters GaSb G a As InSb InP
(^)
a  (xlO^ dyne/cm) 
(d (xlO^ dyne/cm)
2.640
33.16
7.22
2.448
41.49
8.94
2.800
29.61
4.77
2.540
4&04
&24
6.2.2 Strain-Induced Confinement Potentials
The influence of the strain profiles on the electronic structure of Quantum dots 
has been previously investigated by examing the strain-modified band offsets 
[61]. The strain-modified confinement potentials can be calculated by means 
of the eight-band strain-dependent k.p Hamiltonian, Hk +  where Hk is the 
kinetic Hamiltonian and Hs is the strain Hamiltonian. The kinetic part of the 
full Hamiltonian is given by [68]:
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Hh =
(  ^ 0 V* 0 \/3y - \ / 2 [ / - u
0 A 0 - y V2y u
V - \/2 [/ —P  +  Q -S'* R 0 —y/2Q
0 -V3V - S - P - Q 0 R - V 2 P
V s y 0 R* 0 —P  — Q s* 1 c* \/2'^ v^p*
- \/2 [/ -V * 0 P* S - P  + Q \/2Q
- u V2y* - P  +  A 0
u —y/2Q 1 c* \ /2 P 0 - P  + A )
where
-R =  V 3 ^ [ 7 2 ( a | - a | ) - 21730^5;,], (6.1)
S  =  -V s-Y s— %(% -  idy),
777-0
U = ^ P o d . ,
V  =  -^ P o {d x  — idy]
Pq is the coupling between the conduction and valence bands, Ec and Ey are 
the (unstrained) conduction and valence band energy, respectively, and A is the 
spin-orbit splitting. The 7î=i,2,3 are the modified Luttinger parameters defined in
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terms of the usual Luttinger parameters, 7^ 2,2,3-
7i =  7i
Er,
SEq +  A
Er
72 =  72 -  n
73 =  7 f
2 3 P . + A ’
1 Ep
2 SEa + A
(6 .2)
Eg = E c ~  Ey is the energy gap and Ep = 2moPo/^^. The strain part of the 
full Hamiltonian is also given by [68]:
ttcG- 0 —V* 0 —\/S v \Z2u u - V 2 v * \
0 GcG y/2u VZv* 0 V - V 2 v —u
—V y/2u - P  +  Ç - « • r 0 —\/2g
0 VSv —s - p - q 0 r —\/2 r
0 r* 0 - p - q s* \/2r*
\/2u V* 0 r* s - P  +  q \/2? #
u -\/2u* - \/2 r* V2q -P 0
-V 2 v u -V 2 q 0 - p  /
where
p  —  (^vipxx  T  S y y  T  6 2 2 ) ,
1
9  =  ^ [ ^ Z Z  —  - j { ^ X X  —  C y y ) ] ,
r  =  ~ ^ b { 6 x x  6 y y )  i d c x y ,
S =  d i^C xz “^ ^ y z )  ■)
—I
u
= -j =Pq ' ^ { e x j  -  ieyj)dj
(6.3)
—I
Cij is the strain tensor, b and d are the shear deformation potentials, ay is the 
hydrostatic valence-band deformation potential and Uc is the conduction-band
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deformation potential. Table 6.2 lists the material parameters from Reference 
[107] which we use to calculate the Strain-Induced Confinement Potentials.
Table 6.2: Material parameters to calculate the Strain-Induced Confinement Po­
tentials [107]
Parameters GaSb G a As InSb InP
l i 13.4 6.98 34.8 5.08
4.7 2.06 15.5 1.60
7 f 6.0 2.93 16.5 2.10
Ey (eV) 0.812 1.519 0.235 1.4236
A (eV) 0.76 0.341 0.81 0.108
Ep (eV) 27.0 28.8 23.3 20.7
(eV) -7.5 -7.17 -6.94 -6.0
ay (eV) -0.8 -1.16 -0.36 -0.6
6 (eV) -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0
d(eV) -4.7 -4.8 -4.7 -5.0
Since the total Hamiltonian {Hk +  Hg) matrix elelments are constructed, the 
matrix can be diagonalized by using the powerful eigenvalue solver called EIS- 
PACK [108] in a FORTRAN90 library which calculates the eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors of a matrix. Then we obtain the strain-induced band structure.
6.2.3 Empirical Tight-Binding M ethod
We employ sp^s* empirical tight-binding method to calculate the electronic struc­
ture of quantum dot. The sp^s* empirical tight-binding method is described in 
Chapter 3 and 5. The matrix elements are treated as the empirical parameters. 
These parameters are obtained by fitting the bulk-band structure to experimen­
tally known band gaps and effective masses. The fitting parameters are taken 
from P. Vogl [38].
The parameter for the valence-band offset(E^) between dot and matrix has to 
be included into the empirical tight-binding model. This means that for quantum 
dot surrounded by a matrix, all diagonal matrix elements should be shifted by Ey
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compared to the bulk diagonal matrix elements. Ledentsov and co-authors [109] 
have studied optical properties of staggered band line-up (type-II) heterostruc­
tures based on strained GaSb sheets in a GaAs matrix by using the valence-band 
offset as -t-0.81 eV. Sun and co-authors [109] have investigated the optical prop­
erties of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. They have employed the large valence-band 
offset as -hO.81 eV which results in the strong hole wave function localization 
in the GaSb dot. Hayne [110] and colleagues have studied the photolumines­
cence from type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dot by using the valence-band offset as 
4-0.45 eV. In case of InSb/InP quantum dot, the theoretical predictions of the 
valence-band offset between InSb and InP vary between 0.750 and 1.18 eV [111]. 
In this chapter, we have performed calculations with the valence-band offsets of 
Ey =  -t-0.81 eV for GaSb/GaAs quantum dot [109; 112] and Ey = +1.18 eV for 
InSb/InP quantum dot [111].
6.3 Type-II G aSb/G aA s Quantum Dot
The potential application for light emitting devices of type-II GaSb quantum dots 
in a GaAs matrix to extend the accessible wavelength > 1 . 3  /xm owing to their 
unique electronic and optical properties caused by their staggered (type-II) band 
alignment [105; 110; 113; 114; 115; 116] has been attractive. Several research 
groups have reported the formation and optical properties of type-II GaSb/GaAs 
QDs using Stranski Krastanow (SK) growth mode by molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE) or metalorganic chemical vapor deposition [105; 113; 114]. The formation 
of the Quantum Dots in the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode is driven by the 
elastic strain energy due to the lattice mismatch. These structures have attracted 
much due to the potential for semiconductor optical amplifiers, modulators and 
emitters for the 1.3 and 1.55 fim  telecommunication windows and infrared sensi­
tive solarcells [105] in the near future. To understand the electronic properties, 
the theoretical studies are required. In this chapter, we present the theoretical 
results of the GaSb/GaAs quantum dot including the strain distribution, piezo­
electricity and electronic structure.
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6.3.1 Strain Distribution and Piezoelectricity
We have analyzed the strain distribution, strain-induced confinement potential 
and the piezoelectricity in pyramidal GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. To model a 
GaSb quantum dot embedded inside a GaAs matrix, we choose a finite GaAs 
zinc-blende lattice within a box with the boundary conditions. Within this box, 
we consider a GaSb base width of 10.0 nm and height of 3.6 nm which is cor­
responding to the experimental structure [115]. Figure 6.1 shows a graphical 
picture of this geometry. In this work, we do not include the wetting layer into 
our model. Due to the lattice mismatch between quantum dot and surrounding 
material, there is some strain energy inside this system. To minimize the strain 
energy inside and around the quantum dot, we employ the atomistic method. 
Valence Force Field Approach. The strain energy has been minimized by the 
conjugate gradient method [60] in order to obtain the relaxed atomic positions in 
and around GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. Then the strain tensors can be obtained 
by multiplying the matrix of the distorted tetrahedron edge with the inverse ma­
trix of the ideal tetrahedron edge. All material parameters employed are given in 
Section 6.2.
Figure 6.1: GaSb/GaAs quantum dot, base width =  10.0 nm and height =  3.6 
nm. Red atoms are Ga and blue ones are Sb.
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To consider strain influence on GaSb/GaAs quantum dot, the knowledge of 
the strain tensors is essential. We calculate the strain tensors, hydrostatic and 
biaxial strain components at the middle of the y axis scanning along x and z 
directions. The contour plots of the strain tensors Cxx, &yy and Czz are visualized 
in Figure 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. In Figure 6.2 and 6.3, below the GaSb quantum dot, Cxx 
and Cyy are positive, while 6zz is negative. In the base region of the quantum dot, 
the situation is reversed. 6xx and Cyy are negative in the dot area and becomes 
positive at the top of quantum dot because GaAs substrate compresses the GaSb 
dot mainly along the z direction. Czz in Figure 6.4 is positive at the base of 
quantum dot. W ith increasing height within the dot, changes its sign and 
becomes negative at the top of the dot. At the top of dot, the force acting on the 
dot originates from the GaAs surrounding material. It causes the e^z becoming 
negative and e^x and Cyy becoming positive. Compared to the InAs/GaAs system 
which has the same crystal structure as the GaSb/GaAs one, Stier and co-authors 
[50] have shown the 2D plots of strain tensors in the cross section planes through 
the top of the InAs/GaAs quantum dot by using the Valence force field method. 
Our calculations show a behavior similar to the strain profile obtained by Stier 
and co-authors [50].
Figure 6.5 illustrates the hydrostatic component of the strain defined as Ch =  
^xx +  Cyy +  Czz- Figure 6.6 also shows the biaxial component of strain defined 
as Cfe =  ezz — {^xx +  6yy)/2.0. The calculation shows that the hydrostatic strain 
is mostly confined in the dot as shown in Figure 6.5. At the interface, the hy­
drostatic strain is approximatedly -0.06 indicated by the blue area in Figure 
6.5. The interior of the quantum dot exhibits a nearly homogeneous hydrostatic 
strain. Grundmann and co-authors [117] have studied the strain distribution in­
side pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dot which has the same crystal structure 
as the GaSb/GaAs one. The calculation indicates that the hydrostatic strain is 
nearly homogeneous inside this dot. The biaxial strain component induces a 
different shift of degeneracies between the heavy hole and the light hole band. 
The biaxial strain in Figure 6.6 changes its sign from the bottom to the top of 
the dot. It takes positive values at the bottom of the quantum dot.
The strain tensor elements and deformation potentials can also be used to 
calculate strain-induced confinement potentials for the electron and hole states.
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X direction (nm) X direction (nm)
Figure 6.2: 2D plot of the strain 
tensor e^x in GaSb/GaAs QD, base 
width =  10.0 nm and height =  3.6 
nm
Figure 6.3: Same as Figure 6.2 but 
for strain tensor e,
2 4 6
X direction (nm) X direction (nm)
Figure 6.4: Same as Figure 6.2 but 
for strain tensor
Figure 6.5: Same as Figure 6.2 but 
for the hydrostatic component
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Figure 6.6: Same as Figure 6.2 but for the biaxial component
In this model, we use the Valence band offset between GaSb/GaAs junction 
as +0.81 eV. GaSb/GaAs quantum dot has type-II band alignment as shown 
in Figure 6.10. The strain-modified band profiles can be illustrated using two- 
dimensional cross-section plots at the middle of the y axis of the supercell scanning 
along X and z axis by using the eight-band theory in Section 6.2. All material 
parameters are taken from Table 6.2. Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show these 2D 
contour plots of the band profiles for conduction band, heavy-hole band and 
light-hole band of the GaSb/GaAs Quantum Dot, respectively. We also plot the 
strain-modified band profile along the z axis through the top of the dot in Figure 
6.10. The type-II band alignment indicates that the electrons are not localized 
in GaSb dot, while the holes are mainly confined in GaSb dot.
Next we study the effect of the arsenic (As) composition on the strain-modified 
band profile along the z-axis through the top of the dot in Figure 6.11, 6.12, 
6.13 and 6.14. These calculations are also computed by the eight-band strain- 
dependent k.p approach in Section 6.2. The eigenvalues of the total Hamiltonian 
[Hk +  Hg) are numerically diagonalized at the F point of the Brillouin zone. The 
results show that the conduction band in GaSb dot regularly shifts down as a 
function of the increasing As composition. The change of the conduction band in 
GaSb dot can not provide the effect on the electron state of quantum dot because 
the conduction band-edge position does not shift due to the As composition. In 
Figure 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14, the band-edge position of conduction band in 
the GaAs surrounding material is slight more than the conduction band of the
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X direction (nm) X direction (nm)
Figure 6.7: 2D plot of strain-
modified band profile for Conduction 
band in GaSb/GaAs QD, base width 
=  10.0 nm and height =  3.6 nm
Figure 6.8: Same as Figure 6.7 but 
for Heavy-hole band
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Figure 6.9: Same as Figure 6.7 but 
for Light-hole band
Figure 6.10: Strain-induced con­
fining potentials for GaSb/GaAs 
quantum dot along the z direction 
through the top, base width =  10.0 
nm and height =  3.6 nm
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GaAs bulk [Ec = 1.519) as shown in Table 6.2. The situation can be explained 
by means of the quantum dot super lattice (QDSL). In the case of a small inter­
dot distance of quantum dot super lattice (QDSL), the dot-dot coupling will be 
strong so the conduction band of the GaAs matrix is higher than for GaAs bulk. 
On the other hand, in the case of a large distance between quantum dot super 
lattice (QDSL), the inter-dot coupling will be weak. In this case, the conduction 
band of the GaAs surrounding material is equal to one of GaAs bulk. Due to 
the computational limitation of our models, the structure can deal with only one 
million atoms. Therefore the band-edge position of conduction band in the GaAs 
surrounding material shifts more highly than the conduction band of the GaAs 
bulk. In contrast, the heavy- and light-hole bands move down as a function of 
the As composition. This effect can mainly reduce the hole confinement potential 
of the type-II GaAs^Shi-x/GaAs  quantum dot.
Then we have calculated the piezoelectric potential in GaSb/GaAs quantum 
dot by solving the corresponding 3D Poisson’s equation. To evaluate the piezo­
electric potentials, the 3D Poisson’s equation has to be solved. The Finite Dif­
ferential method is used for this purpose. DLAP routine [71] is implemented to 
solve a corresponding large linear equation. The matrix of the piezoelectricity is 
sparse. The dimension of this matrix is 7 x A, where N  is the number of the rows 
(grids) and 7 refers to the non-zero matrix elements in each row of the matrix. 
In Figure 6.15, we plot the isosurface of the piezoelectric potential. It shows that 
the piezoelectric potential is concentrated in the region close to the top of the 
pyramid. Due to the limitation of our calculation, the number of GaAs atoms 
inside the supercell can not more than one million atoms so the piezoelectric po­
tential below the base of the quantum dot can not be shown in Figure 6.15. It 
shows that the piezoelectric potential is mostly positive (red iso-surface) along 
the [110] direction and negative (blue iso-surface) along the [110] direction. The 
iso-surface potentials are i t  40 meV. This calculation introduces C2v symmetry. 
Compared to the InAs/GaAs quantum dot which has the same lattice structure 
as GaSb/GaAs one, the isosurface of the piezoelectric potential is similar.
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Figure 6.11: Strain-induced con­
fining potentials for GaSb/GaAs 
quantum dot along the z direction 
through the top, base width =  10.0 
nm and height =  3.6 nm
Figure 6.12: Same as Figure 6.11 but 
for GaAso,2Sbo,s/GaAs
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Figure 6.13: Same as Figure 6.11 but 
for GaAso_4Sbo,Q/ GaAs
Figure 6.14: Same as Figure 6.11 but 
for GaAso_QSbo_4 /GaAs
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* m
Figure 6.15: 3D plot of the piezoelectric potential, base width =  10.0 nm and 
height =  3.6 nm.
6.3.2 Electronic Structure
We implement the sp^s* empirical tight-binding calculation to study the elec­
tronic properties of type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dot. To study the electronic 
structure of type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dot, the finite GaAs FGG supercell has 
been generated. Within this supercell, we place a pyramidal GaSb dot with a 
finite size. Then the influence of the GaAs FGG supercell on the probability to 
find the electron in GaSb quantum dot is calculated as a function of the supercell 
sizes. In this case, we consider the GaSb quantum dot, base width =  4.87 nm 
and height =  2.435 nm, which is placed in the various GaAs supercell dimen­
sions. The result in Figure 6.16 shows that the probability to find the electron in 
quantum dot is mostly confined in the matrix. As increasing the supercell size, 
it becomes smaller. At the small GaAs FGG supercell, the inter-dot distance 
of the quantum dot super lattice (QDSL) is minute so the dot-dot coupling will 
enhance. It leads to the electron which is mainly confined in the matrix will be 
compressed to the dot region due to a small boundary condition of the GaAs su­
percell. In contrast, at the large supercell, the inter-dot distance of the quantum 
dot super lattice (QDSL) becomes massive so the inter-dot coupling will be weak.
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Therefore the electron is localized in the surrounding material owning to the large 
boundary condition of the super cell. This calculation expresses that the electron 
will be more occupied in the matrix at the large GaAs supercell size than at the 
small dimension. The type-II character of the quantum dot can be completely 
characterized in the large size of the FCC super cell.
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Figure 6.16: The probability to find the electron in GaSb dot as a function of 
the GaAs FGG supercell, base width =  4.87 nm and height =  2.435 nm. The 
dimensions of x, y and z super cell are all the same.
The type-II property of the quantum dot is well demonstrated at the large 
size of the GaAs supercell as shown in Figure 6.16. Then we investigate the 
effect of dimensions of the GaAs super cell on the optical matrix element oî ei~ hi 
transition. The squared optical matrix element of the ground-state transition 
is plotted in Figure 6.17 as a function of the GaAs supercell dimensions. The 
calculation demonstrates that overlap between ei and hi state will decline as the 
increasing GaAs super cell sizes.
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Figure 6.17: The squared modulus of the optical matrix element of the ground 
state electron-hole transition as a function of the GaAs supercell size, base width 
=  4.87 nm and height =  2.435 nm. The value of the squared modulus of the optical 
matrix element is given in units of where is the interband momentum 
matrix element of the bulk [118].
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After studying the influence of the FCC supercell on the probability to flnd the 
electron in the quantum dot and the optical matrix element of the ground-state 
transition, the energy states of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot are then computed as 
a function of the dot sizes using the empirical sp^s* tight-binding method. The 
shape of quantum dot is pyramidal quantum dot. The base width is b nm and the 
height of the dot is 6/2 nm. The calculations were performed assuming no wetting 
layer in this system. We have calculated the first-two states of the electron and 
hole states in various dot base widths. The energy spectrum obtained from these 
calculations is shown in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: The energy spectrum vs GaSb dot sizes in GaAs matrix. The shape 
of the GaAs FCC supercell is a box with the dimension 20 x 20 x 10 nm.
From Figure 6.18, the graph shows that the electron energies remain almost 
constant when the base widths of quantum dot increase due to the band-edge 
position of the GaAs surrounding material. ei energy is almost constant at Ec 
= 1.55 eV with the increasing dot sizes because the lowest conduction band of 
GaAs bulk at the F point is 1.55 eV calculated by sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
method [38] in Table 5.3. It demonstates the the electron is not confined in
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the dot. In contrast, the hole energies become increasing as a function of the 
increasing GaSb dot sizes. It shows that the hole is localized in dot. Therefore 
the band gap of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot becomes smaller as a function of the 
increasing dot sizes. Next we plot the 3D wave functions of the electron and 
hole states. We consider a GaSb base width of 10.0 nm and height of 3.6 nm 
embedded in GaAs matrix. The iso-surfaces of the wave functions demonstrate 
that the electron states are not localized in GaSb dot as shown in Figure 6.19 and 
6.20. In contrast, the hole states are mainly confined in the dot region as plotted 
in Figure 6.21 and 6.22. These iso-surfaces are related to the type-II principle in 
which the electron is almost localized in the matrix and the hole is confined in 
dot. The green and red isosurface levels are selected as quantum dot shape and
0.75 of the maximum probability density, respectively.
Then we turn our attention to study the effect of the arsenic composition on 
the electronic structure of GaAsxShi-x/GaAs  quantum dot. We have performed 
calculations for a pyramidal quantum dot, the base width of 10.0 nm and the 
height of 3.6 nm. The single-particle energy levels and the dependence of the PL 
transition energy on GaAsxShi-x/ GaAs Quantum Dot are shown in Figure 6.23 
and 6.24, respectively, as a function of As composition. As shown in Figure 6.23, 
the electron level remains almost constant and the hole level moves down to the 
GaAs band structure following the band-edge position of electron and hole states 
in Figure 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14. These calculations can be also described in 
term of virtual crystal approximation (VGA). The tight-binding parametriza- 
tion for alloy semiconductors such as GaAsxSbi-x, InPxSbi-x,
A lxG ai-x^s  etc, can be calculated by implementing the virtual crystal approxi­
mation (VGA) [30; 36; 37] to the Hamiltonian matrix elements and bond lengths. 
For example, in the case of a ternary alloy AxBi^xC,  the average diagonal matrix 
element, M, follows Vegard’s rule.
M(A^Bi_^C) =  TM(AC) +  (1 -  T)M(BC) (6.4)
In these calculations, the dependend of the GaAs tight-binding parameters on 
GaAsxSbi-x parameters is theoretically defined by GaAsxSbi-x = xGaAs {1 — 
x)GaSb. The GaAs tight-binding parameters increase with the increasing arsenic
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Figure 6.19: 1^  ^ electron wave function, GaSb 
base width =  10.0 nm and height =  3.6 nm. The 
dimension of the supercell is 20 x 20 x 10 nm
Figure 6.20: Same as Figure 6.19 but for 2^  ^elec­
tron wave function.
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Figure 6.21: Same as Figure 6.19 but for 1^  ^ hole 
wave function.
Figure 6.22: Same as Figure 6.19 but for 2"^ hole 
wave function.
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composition (x). Therefore Figure 6.24 shows that the ground-state transition 
becomes larger with the increasing As composition.
After carrying out the theoretical calculations of GaSb quantum dot embedded 
in GaAs surrounding material, we then compare our sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
model with the other reports. For this purpose, we compare our results with the 
theoretical and experimental data.
Muller-Kirsch and co-authors [115] investigate the formation of the GaSb 
quantum dot in a GaAs matrix in the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode un­
der metalorganic chemical vapor deposition conditions. The lateral sizes of the 
GaSb quantum dots are in the range of 10 nm to 30 nm. PL spectra from several 
GaSb/GaAs quantum dot sizes have been reported. In this chapter, we compare 
the PL spectra of the GaSb dot which has the average base width of 10.00 nm. 
The theoretical PL peak is at 1.02 eV as shown in Figure 6.24 and the experimen­
tal PL peak is approximately 1.15 eV so our PL calculation is quite consistent 
with experiment.
Next, the comparison between sp^s* empirical tight-binding and 8-band k.p 
method is carried out. Kamil Gradkowski and co-authors [105] have compared the 
ground-state transition energy from the photoluminescence (PL) measurements 
of the GaSb/GaAs quantum dot structure, one with an Ino.uGao_86^s capping 
quantum well and one without it, with the 8-band k.p method. To compare the 
calculation from tight-binding to 8-band k.p approach, the dot shape is taken as 
truncated pyramid, without capping quantum well. The structure is considered as 
GaSb quantum dot embedded in GaAs surrounding material. The base dimension 
is 10 nm x 10 nm and height is 3 nm. The ground-state transition energy from 
8-band k.p approach is 1.16 eV and 1.04 eV is obtained from the sp^s* empirical 
tight-binding model. Therefore the calculations from the sp^s* empirical tight- 
binding method is quite consistent with the theoretical and experimental results.
6.4 Type-II InSb/InP  Quantum Dot
After studying the electronic structure of the type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dot, 
we theoretically investigate the type-II InSb/InP quantum dot. Nano-semiconductors
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Figure 6.23: Energy levels vs As composition, GaSb base width 
=  10.0 nm and height =  3.6 nm
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Figure 6.24: Dependence of the PL transition energy in truncated 
GaAsxSbi^x/GaAs  QD vs As composition, GaSb base width =  
10.0 nm and height =  3.6 nm
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such as quantum dots or wires based on group III-V material have recently at­
tracted a considerable interest as a model system to study the potential appli­
cations of the optoelectronic devices [119; 120]. The method commonly used 
to obtain this system is the self-organization of the lattice-mismatched method 
called Stranski-Krastanov growth mode [111; 119; 120; 121; 122; 123]. The quan­
tum dot based on the InSb/InP with the emission in the 1.55 fim region has 
recently attracted attention for the optical telecommunication device application 
[123]. To understand the electronic properties, a theoretical study is essential. 
In this chapter, we report theoretical calculations of the InSb/InP quantum dot 
including the strain distribution and electronic structure.
6.4.1 Strain Distribution
To study the strain tensors of the type-II quantum dots, we model the InSb/InP 
quantum dot which has the base width of 7.8 nm and height of 3.9 nm. Figure 
6.25 shows a graphical picture of this geometry. In this work, we do not consider 
the wetting layer.
Figure 6.25: InSb/InP quantum dot, base width =  7.8 nm and height =  3.9 nm.
In Figure 6.26, a strain tensor Cxx is negative in the dot area and becomes 
positive at the base and the top of quantum dot because InP surrounding material
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compresses the InSb dot mainly along the z direction. Czz in Figure 6.27 is positive 
at the base of quantum dot. With increasing height within the dot, Czz changes its 
sign and becomes negative at the top of the dot. The hydrostatic strain defined as 
— ^xx+^yy+^zz Is mainly localized in the quantum dot as shown in Figure 6.28. 
The biaxial strain defined as =  Czz — [&xx +  e^^)/2.0 in Figure 6.29 changes 
its sign from the bottom to the top of the dot. The strain distribution from 
InSb/InP quantum dot shows a behaviour similar to the strain profile obtained 
for GaSb/GaAs quantum dot.
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Figure 6.26: 2D plot of the strain 
tensor 6xx in InSb/InP QD, base 
width =  7.8 nm and height =  3.9 nm
Figure 6.27: Same as Figure 6.26 but 
for
X direction (nm) X direction (nm)
Figure 6.28: Same as Figure 6.26 but 
for the hydrostatic component
Figure 6.29: Same as Figure 6.26 but 
for the biaxial component
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6.4.2 Electronic Structure
The electronic structure of luSb quantum dot in luP surrounding material has 
been studied by means of the sp^s* empirical tight-binding calculation. The shape 
of quantum dot in this calculation is pyramid. The base width is b nm and the 
height of the dot is 6/2 nm. The calculations were preformed assuming no wetting 
layer. We have calculated the first two electron and hole states as a function of 
the dot base widths.
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Figure 6.30: The energy spectrum vs InSb dot sizes in InP matrix
From Figure 6.30, the graph shows that the electron energies remain constant 
when the base width of quantum dot increases. The hole energies become in­
creasing since the base width raises. The result demonstrates that the band gap 
becomes smaller when the InSb dot sizes gradually enlarge. Next we plot the 
3D wave functions of the hole states. We consider the InSb/InP quantum dot 
which has the base width of 7.8 nm and height of 3.9 nm. The iso-surfaces of the 
wave functions demonstrate that the electrons are mostly confined in the matrix.
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In contrast, the holes are localized in the dot region as shown in Figure 6.31 
and 6.32. These calculations can indicate the type-II characteristic of InSb/InP 
quantum dot. The green and red isosurface levels are selected as quantum dot 
shape and 0.75 of the maximum probability density, respectively.
Figure 6.31: hole wave functions {hi), base
width =  7.8 nm and height =  3.9 nm
Figure 6.32: 2^  ^ hole wave functions (/12), base 
width =  7.8 nm and height =  3.9 nm
Then we study the effect of the Phosphorus composition on the electronic 
structure of InP^Shi^x/hnP  quantum dot. We have performed calculations for a
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pyramidal quantum dot, the base width of 7.8 nm and the height of 3.9 nm. The 
single-particle energy levels and the dependence of the PL transition energy in 
InPxSbi-x/I '^P  quantum dot are shown in Figure 6.33 and 6.34, respectively, as 
a function of P composition. As shown in Figure 6.33, the electron level remains 
almost constant and the hole level moves down to the InP band structure. The 
result can be understood by the increasing of the I n P  tight-binding parameters in 
InPxSbi-x  parameters as defined by InPxSbi-x = x I n P + { l—x)InSb. Therefore, 
Figure 6.34 shows that the ground-state transition enlarges with the increasing 
P composition.
6.5 Conclusion
We have calculated the strain distribution in a typical type-II quantum dot by 
means of the Valence Force Field Approach, considering the GaSb/GaAs and 
InSb/InP quantum dot. We have also implemented the sp^s* empirical tight- 
binding theory to numerically study electronic properties of type-II quantum 
dots which have not widely been investigated before. The dependence of the 
FGC supercell dimensions on the overlap between ei and hi state of type-II 
quantum dot is investigated. The calculation expresses that the square of the 
optical matrix element of the ground-state energy transition declines as increas­
ing the FCG super cell sizes. The results demonstrate that the band gap be­
come smaller as the increasing dot size. Our investigation shows that confine­
ment exists only for the hole states. Then we study the dependence on the 
arsenic and phosporous composition of the ground-state transition energy of 
GaAsxSbi-x/GaAs  and InPxSbi-x/I '^P  quantum dot, respectively. The cal­
culation expresses that the ground-state transition energy increases with the in­
creasing arsenic composition owning to the infiuence of the GaAs tight-binding 
parameters on GaAsxSbi-x tight-binding parameters and the band-edge positions 
which provides behavior similar to In P xS b i-x /In P  quantum dot. Finally, the PL 
calculation of GaSb/GaAs is quite consistent with experiment from Muller-Kirsch 
and co-authors [115] and 8-band k.p method [105].
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Figure 6.33: Energy levels vs P composition, 
base width =  7.8 nm and height =  3.9 nm
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Figure 6.34: Dependence of the PL transition 
energy in InP^Shi^x / Q D  vs P composition, 
base width =  7.8 nm and height =  3.9 nm
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Chapter 7
Dynam ics of electron states in 
Double InA s/G aA s Quantum  
Dots: Quantum leakage in 
external electric field
7.1 Introduction
In principle, a two-level system can be used to form a quantum bit or qubit, a 
basic building block for the Quantum Computer [2; 13; 124; 125; 126]. At the 
moment, there are several schemes [2] that have been proposed for embodying 
Quantum Computation such as trapped ions, quantum optical system, nuclear 
and electron spin, and superconductor Josephson junction. One of the physical 
systems in which artificial two-level system can be realized is the double quantum 
dot. The system means that two quantum dots can electronically couple to 
each other. Quantum dots are often referred to as artificial atoms because of 
their analogies with real atoms and therefore the name ’’artificial molecule” for 
a double quantum dot. Bayer and co-authors [96] have studied the effects of 
the Quantum Dot molecule related to controllable coupling between the dots 
in view of potential applications for quantum information processing. Fujisawa 
and co-authors [97] also have investigated the coherent time evolution of charge 
qubit in double GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dot by applying the high-speed time-
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dependent voltage pulse. However, in these two papers, they have not considered 
the influence of the higher excited states on the two-level system, often called 
Quantum Leakage (QL).
In order to understand the electronic properties of the quantum dots, there 
are several approaches. Considering to the atomistic methods, the tight binding 
approach is computationally less demanding than the pseudopotential method. 
In this work, we have employed the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method to 
calculate the electronic structure of quantum dot. We have calculated the single­
particle bound electron and hole states and wave functions by adopting P Vogl’s 
parameterization [38] with the interactions up to the first-nearest neighbours.
To control the dynamic of the electron in double quantum dot and the qubit 
operations [95; 96; 97], the electric field has been considered. The effect of the 
external electric field on the electronic structure of double ZnS/ CdS quantum dot 
has been theoretically investigated by Strozecka and co-authors [89] with tight- 
binding approach. Their results demonstrate that external electric field can be 
used to tune the localization of the bonding-like and antibonding-like states of 
the double quantum dot.
In this chapter, we implement the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method and 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation to model the evolution of the quantum 
states in the double InAs/GaAs pyramidal quantum dot. Next we study theo­
retically the Quantum Leakage into the highly excited states. We investigate the 
dependence of the Quantum leakage on the geometry of the structure (inter-dot 
distance and InAs dot size) and the amplitude of the pulse. Finally we study 
the condition of the geometry of the structure and the amplitude of the pulse in 
which qubit can satisfy the requirements for Quantum Gomputing.
7.2 Theoretical M odel
7.2.1 QUBIT Evolution
The occupation probability of the energy levels and the coherence between states 
can be obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation.
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Let us consider the nanostructure composed of the two quantum dots (L and 
R) and containing an excess electron in the conduction band. There are two 
distinguishable states. One state is a state in which the L dot is occupied and 
the R  dot is empty. The other state is one where the R  dot is occupied and the 
L dot is empty. The general state of the system is a superposition between |0) for 
the L dot and |1) for the R  dot. We then apply the rectangular pulse in Figure 
7.2 to the double quantum dot. The rectangular pulse is defined as:
Vi, t = to
1^00 =  T4, f e  (7.1)
Vi, t > to -\-T
where to is the initial time and T  is the duration time of the pulse. We assume 
that there are several excited states in the double quantum dot.
We have a time-dependent Hamiltonian equation.
H  (0 — ^  + Vq-\-V (t) (7.2)
where V(t) is the time-dependent voltage pulse. The time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation is given by
^  =  (7.3)
Let assume the cj)} (r) are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with the eigenval­
ues Ej  and ÿ?(r) are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with the eigenvalues Ef.
The system states can be defined by the linear combination of the eigen states of 
each time interval j .
(7-4)
i
The time-dependent eigen states of equation 7.4 is given by
^ (0  =  Cf'5)
where i shows the number of the states and j  (1, 2 and 3) show the regions 
of the voltage pulse, c- are the coefficients of the system of states i of each
1 1 0
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time interval j  of the pulse. Next, we calculate the coefficients c- at each region. 
Initially, we assume the electron stays in the ground state. The coefficients in the
region can be defined as
cj = l,0,cj^i = 0.0 (7.6)
At the first junction between Vi and V2 of the voltage pulse in Figure 7.2, the 
wave function is continuous at the boundary, t = to. Then we get
(7.7)
i i
Multiplying equation 7.7 with and integrating all space by employing the 
orthonogality of the states, we find that the coefficients in the 2”  ^region are given 
by
(7.8)
Again, at the second junction between V2 and Vi of the voltage pulse in Figure 
7.2, t = to T .
(7.9)
i i
Multiplying equation 7.9 with and integrating all space by employing the 
orthonogality of the states, we define that the coefficients at the 3’’^  region are 
given by
= (7.10)
i=l
Finally, all of the coefficients of each region of the voltage pulse are given by 
cj =  1.0, cj>i =  0.0,
Z=1
1 1 1
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Also, the probability to find the electron states in each region of the voltage 
pulse is equal to |cjp.
7.2.2 Quantum Leakage
In quantum computation, a qubit state is a linear superposition of the first-two 
states from a double quantum dot. It means that the qubit can be represented 
as a linear combination of |0) and |1):
|ÿ ,)= a |0 )-b ,g |l)  (7.12)
where a  and P are probability amplitudes and can in general both be complex 
numbers.
We assume that the electron stays in the ground state |0) initially. Then we 
apply the external electric field to this system. According to the simple two- 
level system, when we measure this qubit in the standard basis, the probability 
of outcome |0) is |a p  and the probability of outcome |1) is Because the 
absolute squares of the amplitudes equate to probabilities, it follows that a  and 
P must be constrained by the normalization.
|o;|2 +  |/?|2= 1.0 (7.13)
However, in a realistic situation there are several energy states confined within 
the double quantum dot. Therefore, the realistic qubit state can be re-written as 
a linear combination of the first-two states plus several excited states as shown:
W  = 7o|0) -b 7 i|l)  +  72|2) -b ... +  ' ) n - i \ n  -  1) (7.14)
Where 7o_(n-i) are the probability amplitudes of each state. The absolute 
squares of the amplitudes are equal to the probabilities to find the electron in 
each state. The normalization of this system is given by
E  i7<r+ E  i^'i'= 1 0  (7-15)
i—O i—2
From this equation 7.15 , the first term is referred to the two-level system 
(Qubit) and the second term is represented the probability to find the electron
1 1 2
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in the higher excited states, often called Leakage states. After applying the pulse 
to a double quantum dot, the second term in equation 7.15 is non-zero. It means 
that Quantum Leakage has occurred in this system. The Quantum Leakage (QL) 
is defined by
1
QL  =  1.0 -  E  l7iP (7.16)
i—O
We assume that there are several higher excited states in the double quantum 
dot. In this theoretical work, we represent the higher excited states {i > 1) as the 
3^  ^electron state (eg). Therefore the effect of the higher excited states (Leakaged 
states) on the two-level system can be investigated from the characteristic of eg 
state.
Note: eg has very small overlap (probably negligible) with ei and e2 due to 
the symmetry arguments. However, the energy separation from eg to e2 can be 
used as a measure of the distance to the excited states and therefore a measure 
of the Quantum leakage.
7.3 Physical M odel
To study the infiuence of the inter-dot distance, InAs dot size and the amplitude of 
the pulse on the quantum leakage, we model the system considering two identical 
InAs quantum dots coupling to each other. In this theoretical study, we represent 
the qubit state from the bond and antibond-like electron states of the double 
quantum dot, say ei and 62 respectively. The theoretical model assumes:
1. Double InAs/GaAs pyramidal Quantum dot with a base width of 6.05 nm, 
a height of 3.025 nm and inter-dot distance of d nm in Figure 7.1.
2. The rectangular pulse is applied through gates in the z-direction. The 
electric field Ei = —E  MV/cm and E 2 = 0.0 MV/cm. The amplitude of 
the pulse is E  MV/cm. The duration of the pulse is 10.0 ns.
3. The initial state of this system is in the 1®* state.
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4. The measurement has to be done with at least 10000 operations in one 
cycle. Therefore the Quantum leakage should be less than 10“ ,^ Quantum 
Error Correction.
5. The spin-orbit interaction is not included into this calculation. A static ex­
ternal electric field is accomplished by including the dipole matrix elements 
between atomic orbitals on the same atom in the tight-binding Hamiltonian 
matrix, which does not take account into the spin-up and spin-down of the 
atoms.
6. Several higher excited states are represented by the 3^  ^ electron state (eg) 
so the effect of the higher excited states on the two-level system can be 
studied from eg state.
Figure 7.1: Double Quantum Dot, a base width of 6.05 nm, a height of 3.025 nm 
and inter-dot distance of d nm
7.4 Results and Discussion
We calculate the electronic structure of double InAs/GaAs quantum dot by using 
the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method. We compute the energy states as a
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function of the electric field in Figure 7.2 in which the inter-dot distance is equal 
to 2.85 nm and the other parameters are given in Section 7.3. We also plot 
the first two electron wave functions of the double quantum dot at Vi and V2 
which are related to the electric pulse in Figure 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. At Vi, the 
probability to find the electron at the 1^^  state is mainly localized in the top of 
the double quantum dot. In contrast, the occupation of the electron at the 2”  ^
state is confined in the lower dot. At V23 the probabilities to find the electron in 
the upper and lower dots are the same in both ei and 62. These results indicate 
that the external electric field can tune the localized character of the bonding-like 
and the antibonding-like states as shown in Figure 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6, which 
are consistent with Strozecka and co-authors’ calculations [89]. Therefore, we can 
use the property of the external electric field to adjust the probabilities to find 
the electron in double quantum dot. Then we will investigate the effect of the 
geometry of the structure (in particular inter-dot distance and dot size) and the 
amplitude of the pulse on the Quantum Leakage in the following Subsection 7.4.1 
and 7.4.2, respectively.
7.4.1 Inter-dot D istance and Am plitude of the Pulse
We study the infiuence of the inter-dot distance and the amplitude of the pulse 
on the higher excited states of the double quantum dot. There are several higher 
excited states in the realistic double quantum dot. Therefore, we represent the 
higher excited states (ci>2) as the 3’’^  electron state (eg). It means that the effect 
of the higher excited states (Leakaged states) on the two-level system can be 
investigated from eg state of double quantum dot. We show the contour plot of 
the different energy between eg — e2 as a function of the amplitudes of the pulse 
and the inter-dot distances in Figure 7.7. The graph shows that the effect of the 
higher excited states on the two-level system strongly depends on the amplitudes 
of the pulse and the inter-dot distances. The effect of the higher excited states on 
the two-level system will enhance when the different energy between the eg — 62 
declines. It means that the Quantum Leakage will also happen in this system 
since eg — 62 decreases. Therefore from Figure 7.7, the result demonstrates that 
the Quantum Leakage will increasingly occur when the amplitude of the pulse
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Figure 7.2: Energy states versus the electric field of double InAs/GaAs Quantum 
dot, base width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm and inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm. 
The dimension of the supercell is 12 x 12 x 24 nm.
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Figure 7.3: 3D of the wavefunc- 
tion of DQD at -0.02 MV/cm, base 
width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm 
and inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm.
Figure 7.4: 3D of the 2”  ^ wavefunc­
tion of DQD at -0.02 MV/cm, base 
width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm 
and inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm.
Figure 7.5: 3D of the wavefunc- 
tion of DQD at 0.00 MV/cm, base 
width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm 
and inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm.
Figure 7.6: 3D of the 2^  ^ wavefunc- 
tion of DQD at 0.00 MV/cm, base 
width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm 
and inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm.
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increases and the inter-dot distance lessens. In order to minimize the Quantum 
Leakage that will happen in this system, the inter-dot distance should be small 
enough to prevent the two-level system from the higher excited states. The 
amplitude of the pulse has to be diminutive enough to push the higher excited 
states away from the two-level system.
E n e r g y  (eV )
0.193
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0.169
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0.162
0.159
0.56 0.84 1.12 1.40 1.68 1.96 2.24 2.52 2.80 
Inter-dot distance (nm)
Figure 7.7: Contour plot of eg — 62 with the amplitude of the pulse and the inter­
dot distance, base width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm. Several higher excited 
states are symbolized by the eg state so the influence of the higher excited states 
on the two-level system is studied from eg state.
Next, we study the dependence of the Quantum Leakage on the inter-dot dis­
tance and the amplitude of the pulse. Initially the electron stays in the state. 
Then we apply the rectangular electric pulse to this system in the z direction. 
We show the 2D plot of the probability of Quantum leakage { P q l ) as a function 
of the amplitudes of the pulse and inter-dot distances in Figure 7.8. The result 
demonstrates that the Quantum leakage mainly depends on the inter-dot dis-
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tance and the amplitude of the pulse. When the inter-dot distance increases, the 
Quantum leakage progressively declines because the highly excited states will be 
away from the two-level system as shown in Figure 7.7. In case of the amplitude 
of the pulse, the Quantum leakage dominates, when the amplitude of the pulse 
increases because the higher excited states move down closely to the two-level sys­
tem as show in Figure 7.7. We find that in order to satisfy the condition that the 
Quantum Leakage should be less than Quantum error correction [ P q l  <  10"^) 
the amplitude of the pulse and the inter-dot distance have to stay in the blue 
area as shown in Figure 7.8. It means that the inter-dot distance should be large 
while the amplitude of the electric pulse has to be small.
P _ l X 1 0
6 2.5
0.500
0.56 0.84 1.12 1.40 1.68 1.96 2.24 2.52 2.80 
inter-dot distance (nm)
Figure 7.8: Contour plot of the QL with the amplitude of the pulse and the 
inter-dot distance, base width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm.
In order to satisfy the requirement of the qubit in quantum computing for 
the double quantum dot, it must be possible to read out the state of each qubit 
with high fidelity. The probability to measure the electron in one of the double
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Figure 7.9: 2D plot of the probability to find the electron in QDOTl with the 
pulse and the inter-dot distance, base width =  6.05 nm, height =  3.025 nm.
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quantum dot (upper and lower dots) should be oscillated in the range from 0.0 
to 1.0 as shown in Figure 1.5. We show the 2D plot of the probability to find 
the electron in one of two quantum dots as a function of the electric fields and 
the inter-dot distances in Figure 7.9. The result demonstrates that the double 
quantum dot can be completely measured as a qubit when the inter-dot distance 
and the amplitude of the pulse gradually increase. The contour plot shows that 
the probability to find the electron in one of two dots is oscillated from 0.0 to 1.0 
when the inter-dot distance is approximately greater than 1.68 nm. However, the 
Quantum leakage should be less than the Quantum error correction as shown in 
Figure 7.8.
7.4.2 InAs D ot Size and Am plitude of the Pulse
After investigating the effect of the inter-dot distance and the amplitude of the 
pulse on the Quantum leakage, we study the influence of the InAs dot size and the 
amplitude of the pulse on the higher excited states of the double quantum dot. 
We consider the double pyramidal quantum dot in which dot sizes are equal to b 
nm, heights are equal to 6/2 nm and the inter-dot distance is equal to 2.85 nm. 
Several higher excited states are confined in the double quantum dot. Therefore, 
we represent the higher excited states (ei>2) as the 3’'  ^ electron state (eg). It 
means that the influence of the higher excited states (Leakaged states) on the 
two-level system can be investigated from eg state of double quantum dot. We 
plot the contour plot of the different energy between the eg — e2 as a function of 
the amplitudes of the pulse and the dot sizes in Figure 7.10. The graph indicates 
that the effect of the higher excited states on the two-level system depends on the 
amplitude of the pulse and the dot size. The Quantum Leakage will dominate 
in this system since eg — 62 decreases. Therefore from Figure 7.10, the result 
demonstrates that the Quantum Leakage will enhance when the dot size increases 
owning to the effect of the higher excited states on the two-level system. In order 
to minimize the Quantum Leakage that will happen in this system, the dot size 
should be large enough to prevent the two-level system from the higher excited 
states.
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Figure 7.10: Contour plot of eg — 62 with the amplitude of the pulse and the 
InAs dot size, inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm. Several higher excited states are 
symbolized by the eg state so the influence of the higher excited states on the 
two-level system is studied from eg state.
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Next, the dependence of the Quantum Leakage on the InAs dot size and the 
amplitude of the pulse is investigated. Initially the electron stays in the state. 
Then we apply the electric pulse to this system. We illustrate the 2D plot of 
the probability of Quantum leakage Pql  as a function of the amplitudes of the 
pulse and the InAs dot sizes in Figure 7.11. The result demonstrates that the 
Quantum leakage essentially depends on the dot size. When the dot sizes increase, 
the Quantum leakage progressively enlarges because the higher excited states will 
be close to the two-level system as shown in Figure 7.10. The result demonstrates 
that in order to satisfy the condition that the Quantum Leakage should be less 
than Quantum error correction P q l  < 10“  ^ the amplitude of the pulse and the 
dot size should stay in the blue area as shown in Figure 7.11. The calculation 
indicates that the dot size and the amplitude of the electric pulse should be small.
P,,x10-
0 3.5
0.500
6.25 7.50
InAs dot size(nm)
10.00
Figure 7.11: Contour plot of the QL with the amplitude of the pulse and the 
InAs dot size, inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm.
In order to satisfy the requirement of the qubit in quantum computing, the
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Figure 7.12: 2D plot of the probability to find the electron in QDOTl with the 
pulse and the InAs dot size, inter-dot distance =  2.85 nm.
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probability to find the electron in one of the double quantum dot should be 
oscillated in the range from 0.0 to 1.0. We then show the 2D plot of the probability 
to find the electron in one of two quantum dots as a function of the electric fields 
and dot sizes in Figure 7.12. The result demonstrates that the probability to find 
the electron in one of the double quantum dot can be oscillated from 0.0 to 1.0 
in all sizes of the dots as a function of the electric fields. However, the Quantum 
leakages should be less than the Quantum error correction as shown in Figure
7.11.
7.5 Conclusion
In summary, we have carried out the numerical investigation of the Quantum 
leakage of double quantum dot in the external electric field. The numerical re­
sults have been obtained by solving time-dependent Schrodinger equation using 
the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method in the external time-dependent elec­
tric field. The analysis of the wave functions shows that the electric field can 
tune the localized character of the bonding-like and the antibonding-like electron 
states which are consistent with Strozecka and co-authors’ calculations [89]. In 
this work, we represent the higher excited states as the 3’’^  electron state (eg). 
Therefore the effect of the higher excited states on the two-level system is cal­
culated from eg state. The results demonstrate that the infiuence of the higher 
excited states mainly depend on the inter-dot distance, dot size and the ampli­
tude of the pulse. The effect of the higher excited states on the two-level system 
will dominate when the different energy between eg and 62 declines. Therefore, 
the influence of the higher excited states will be strong when the amplitude of the 
pulse and the InAs dot size become large and the inter-dot distance has lessened.
We then have found that the degree of the quantum leakage strongly depends 
on the inter-dot distance, dot size and the amplitude of the pulse. When the 
inter-dot distance increases, the Quantum leakage regularly declines because the 
higher excited states will move away from the two-level system. The Quantum 
leakage can dominate, when the amplitude of the pulse and dot size become large 
because the higher excited states move toward to the two-level system. In order 
to satisfy Quantum Leakage { P q l  < 10"^), the amplitude of the pulse, dot size
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and the inter-dot distance have to be defined in the blue region in Figure 7.8 and
7.11.
In order to satisfy the requirement of the qubit in quantum computing for the 
double quantum dot, the probability to find the electron in one of two quantum 
dot should be oscillated in the range from 0.0 to 1.0. The inter-dot distance and 
the amplitude of the pulse should become large. In term of the InAs dot size, 
the double quantum dot can be represented as a Qubit in all of the dot sizes as 
a function of the electric fields. However, the Quantum leakage should be less 
than the Quantum error correction { P q l  < 10“^). Finally we have theoretically 
confirmed that the two-level approximation can work well in the double quantum 
dot if the external electric pulse is used to manipulate the dynamic of energy 
states.
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Chapter 8 
Electronic Structure of 
hydrogenated Silicon nano crystal
8.1 Introduction
Developments in the field of Group IV nanostructures have recently made pos­
sible devices with the sizes below 10 nm. These devices have shown exciting 
low-temperature transport properties with the promising applications in micro­
electronics (single-electron transistors and memories) [127]. Simulation is one of 
the keys to understand the properties of these devices. Nuquet [127] and Trani 
[128; 129; 130] have developed the sp^ empirical tight-binding method within the 
third nearest-neighbour atoms to calculate the electronic structure of Si and Ge 
nanocrystals. Shang Yuan Ren and co-authors [131] employed the sp^s* empirical 
tight-binding method to study the Si nano clusters. Gruz and co-authors [132; 133] 
have developed the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method to study the electronic 
properties of Si and Ge nano clusters. Allan and co-authors [73] implemented 
the sp^(Ps* empirical tight-binding method, highly accurate approximation, to 
investigate the quantum confinement energies in zinc-blende III-V and IV group 
semiconductors. Zunger [134] and colleagues have developed the Pseudopotential 
method to calculate the electronic structure of Silicon nanocrystals of different 
sizes and orientations. They have found that the band gap is rather sensitive 
with the orientations and shapes. The radiative life time is more sensitive to 
the orientation and shape. In this work, we implement the the sp^s* empirical
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tight-binding approach to study the electronic and optical properties of Silicon 
spherical nanocrystal passivated by hydrogen atoms. The electron and hole states 
are calculated by adopting P. Vogl’s parameterization [38] with interactions up 
to the first-nearest neighbours.
In this chapter, we numerically calculate the energy spectrum of the hydrogen- 
tated Silicon and Germanium nanocrystals as a function of the diameters. The 
comparisons between our model and other calculations from Shang Yuan Ren and 
Gruz are investigated as the lowest conduction and highest valence band. Then 
the optical properties of the Si nano clusters are investigated. Shang Yuan Ren 
has investigated the density of states of the Si nanocrystals as a function of the 
diameters. The calculations show that in the smaller clusters the spectra are dis­
crete, but even with the only four shells of Si (35 atoms) energy bands form and 
bulk features appear. Gruz and co-authors have calculated the dielectric function 
of Si wire with width d{a) =  y/2a. However, they have not considered the direct 
to indirect optical transition of Si nano crystals. Therefore, we study the direct 
to indirect optical transition of Si nano crystals as a function of the diameters. 
We compare the smallest size of the Si nanocrystal which retains the bulk-like 
character with the other reports.
8.2 Theoretical M odel
8.2.1 sp^s* Empirical Tight-Binding M ethod
A nano crystal can be considered as composed by three parts: (1) an inner core, 
(2) a relaxed shell, and (3) a passivant layer. Inside the inner core the atoms 
behave as the bulk material. The relaxed shell covers the nanocrystal core, and 
the surface effects have to be taken into account. Due to the flexible surrounding 
matrix, the nanocrystals are nearly unstrained [33]. Finally the nanocrystal is 
covered by a passivant layer, usually constituted by Hydrogen, Oxygen or Silicon 
dioxide. The size of the nanocrystals is typically in between 1 and 5 nm in radius.
In this work, the silicon and germanium nano cluster are passivated by dan­
gling with hydrogen atoms. For simplicity we suppose that there is no hydrogen- 
hydrogen interaction. We assume that the hydrogen-saturated dangling bonds on
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the surface of the cluster have the natural Si-H bond length of 1.48 A  and 1.54 A  
for the Ge-H bond length. The on-site energy of the H atom is considered to be 
-4.200 eV for Si cluster and 0.205 eV for Ge cluster. The Si-H and Ge-H orbital 
interaction parameters [132; 133] are taken as sS(jsi_H ~  -4-075 eV, spasi^n ~  4-05 
eV and ssaa^_jj = -3.618 eV, sp^ae-H ~  4-081 eV, respectively. We have used the 
parameters of P. Vogl [38], which can give good estimations of the bulk silicon 
and germanium.
In this work, we do not include the spin-orbit interaction into the tight-binding 
Hamiltonian. We solve the electronic states of the hydrogentated nanocrystal 
by diagonalizing the tight-binding matrix. The dimension of the Hamiltonian 
matrix is equal to 5 x Nsi{Ge) + where Nsi{Ge) is the number of the Silicon 
or Germanium atoms and N h is the number of Hydrogen atoms. To obtain the 
eigen values of the nanocrystals in the interior range, PRIMME [99] has been 
used.
8.2.2 Optical M atrix Element
The calculations of the optical properties of the semiconductors require the knowl­
edge of the momentum matrix element [135; 136; 137; 138]. We have derived the 
expressions for the optical matrix elements of the solid.
Let us start at the general tight-binding eigenstate,
\n,k) = "^Cna{k)\a,k)  (8.1)
a
Let us now consider the optical matrix element. \a,k) = R).
R  is the lattice vector, N  is the number of the lattice sites, and |a, R) is an atomic 
a  orbital centered at position R. Let the commutator relation:
p = ! p [ # , r ]
^3.2)
(n, k\p\m, k) = ^ ^ ( ( n ,  k\Hr\m, k) — (n, k\rH\m, k)) (8.3)
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By utilizing the fact that H\n^ k) = k) then the relation above becomes:
(n, k\p\m, k) = k\r\m, k) -  {n, k\r\m, k)Em,k) (8.4)
(n, k\p\m, k) = ^ ( ^  c*^pCmaEn,k{PR'\r\aR) -  Em,k(l3R'\r\aR)) (8.5)
a ,/3
{n,k\p\m,k) = ^ - ^ ( ^ c l f 3Cma{En,k ~  Em,k)WR'\r\aR))  (8.6)
where {pR'\r\aR) = {RSa0  + da/3)SR>R. dais is the dipole moment between the 
basis states on the same atomic site. Here mo is the free-electron mass and m  
and n  are the band indices for the states. From the derivation above, we can 
study the optical matrix elements between the electron and hole states.
8.2.3 Absorption Spectrum
Having established a sp^s* empirical tight-binding method to calculate the nano crys­
tals, we then proceed with the computation of the optical properties. We calculate 
the absorption spectrum between the conduction and valence levels. We use the 
expression [137] to deal with.
y ]  E  fSkS{Ec{k') -  E,{k) ~  ho) (8.7)
c,k' v,k
where the oscillator strength is given by
a ' (-)
In the last expression, |c, k') and \v,k) are conduction and valence band Bloch 
states with energies Ec(k') and Ev{k), respectively, e is the polarization vector,
V is the electron velocity operator and k is the wave vector. The Bloch functions 
in equation 8.8 are the linear combinations of the atomic orbitals \Rj/J^)‘.
If, ^  E  (8.9)
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Here, R  are the Bravais vectors, j enumerates Si atoms, Uj is the atomic 
position of atom j and fi are the orbitals (s, Px, Py, Pz and s*). The matrix 
elements of the electron velocity in equation 8.8 can be expressed by mean of 
V = |[i7 , r], the matrix elements of the electron coordinate r. In Tight-Binding 
model, the interatomic matrix elements is neglected because the overlapping of 
orbitals belonging to different atoms is supposed to be small. Then we obtain:
(R'ff i ' \ r\Rjp) = {{R +  + d^ >^ )ÔR>RÔfj (8.10)
where the diagonal term is the position of the atom and is the intra- 
atomic dipole moment between different orbitals. For Si, the intra-atomic dipole 
moments in equation 8.10 are (s|T|pa;) =  0.27À and (5*|a;|pa,) =  1.08A [137].
8.3 Result and Discussion
8.3.1 Electronic Structure
After studying the tight-binding approach for nanocrystal, we implement this 
model to calculate the energy spectrum of the Si and Ge nanocrystal as a function 
of the Si and Ge diameters. The clusters we consider range from 5 to 3109 Si and 
Ge atoms. In Table 8.1, we list the number of atoms in clusters and the passivated 
atoms. The spherical Si nanocrystal is shown in Figure 8.1, Si =  87 atoms and H 
=  76 atoms. The calculated first-ten lowest conduction and highest valence bands 
of Si nanocrystal are shown in Figure 8.2 and 8.3 as a function of the diameters. 
The energy spectrum of Ge nano crystal are also plotted in Figure 8.4 and 8.5, 
electron and hole states respectively. The results demonstrate that the conduction 
bands decrease and the valence bands increase as a function of the diameters, 
making lower band gap. The graphs also show that the electron and hole states 
are less discrete as increasing diameters for both Si and Ge nanocrystal. In Si 
nanocrystals, the energy states are not clearly distinguishable when the diameter 
is approximately greater than 15 A as shown in Figure 8.2 and 8.3. The energy 
bands form and the bulk features appear. In Ge nanocrystals, the bulk characters 
appear when the diameter is more than 15 A due to less discrete energy states as
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plotted in Figure 8.4 and 8.5. The energy bands also indicate that the indirect 
transition of nano cluster has occurred when the diameter is greater than 15 A.
o
Oo oo o O o o o
O Oo o oo Oc o c o oo Qo Qo QOQwo Cr; o wQQ O wQo Qo
Figure 8.1: Si nanocrystal, Si (red) =  87 atoms and H (yellow) =  76 atoms.
We compare our Si and Ge nanocrystal calculations with Shang Yuan Ren and 
co-authors [131] and Gruz and co-authors [133], respectively. The comparisons of 
the first lowest conduction and highest valence band as a function of the diameters 
are plotted in Figure 8.6 and 8.7 for Si and Ge nanocrystal, respectively. The 
results demonstrate that our calculations are consistent with the calculations 
[131; 133]. When the diameter of the nanocrystal becomes larger, the lowest 
electron state is close to the bottom of the bulk conduction band and the highest 
hole state is near to the top of the bulk valence band.
8.3.2 Optical Properties
After studying the electronic structure of nanocrystals, we now investigate the 
optical properties of Si nano cluster. We present the absorption spectrum of the 
Si nanocrystal by summing the absorption spectrum over the first-five lowest con­
duction and highest valence levels. We substitute the delta function in equation 
8.7 in the absorption spectrum with the Gaussian function. The linewidth of
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Figure 8.2: Electron energies as a function of the Si nano crystal 
size.
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Figure 8.3: Hole energies as a function of the Si nano crystal size.
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Figure 8.4: Electron energies as a function of the Ge nano crystal 
size.
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Figure 8.5: Hole energies as a function of the Ge nanocrystal size.
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the Si energies between our model and 
Ren’s calculation.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the Ge energies between our model 
and Cruz’s calculation.
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Table 8.1: Properties of studied nanocrystals, the number of atoms in clusters 
and Hydrogen atoms
^atom ^Hydrogen
5 12
17 36
35 36
87 76
239 196
525 276
1231 460
3109 852
the Gaussian function is chosen to be 20.0 meV. The absorption spectrum of Si 
nanocrystals are presented as a function of the diameters. Figure 8.8, 8.9 and 
8.10 present the calculated spectra of Si nanocrystal in various diameters. The 
first peak arises from the (c ,^ k '\e . A:), where, |c” , k') and |u^, k) are the
lowest conduction and highest valence bands, respectively. The first peak will 
shift to the left hand side of the excitation energy as the increasing of the di­
ameters because the band gap decreases as a function of the diameters. For the 
smaller nanocrystal, the peaks are well separated and clearly distinguishable due 
to the energy spectrum as a function of the size. The amplitudes of the absorp­
tion spectrum decline as the increasing diameters of the nano clusters because of 
the overlap between electron and hole states.
Gompared to the direct radiative interband transition of bulk InAs or GaAs, 
the bulk Silicon has inefficient optical properties because of the indirect transi­
tion. The minimum energy gap of the band structure involves the electrons and 
holes separated by the substantial momentum wavevector. For electron-hole re­
combination to occur in an indirect band gap, the process must also involve the 
absorption or emission of a phonon, where the phonon momentum is equal the 
difference between the electron and hole momentum. In bulk silicon, radiative 
transitions without the phonon participation between the X-point conduction 
band and the F-point valence-band are forbidden because of the indirect band
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Figure 8.9: Absorption spectrum of Si 
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Figure 8.10: Absorption spectrum of Si 
nanocrystal vs excitation energy, d =  
27.0 A.
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gap of silicon. In this case, only phonon radiative transition takes place. Belyakov 
and co-authors [139] have reported on the detailed theoretical aspects of the en­
ergy levels and recombination rates in doped and undoped Si NCs. They have 
calculated the recombination rate of the non-phonon and phonon assisted ra­
diative transitions between ground electron and hole state as a function of the 
diameters. It has shown that the phonon assisted radiative transition is larger 
than the non-phonon radiative transition in all range of the diameters. Hybert- 
sen [140] has presented the phonon-assisted and zero-phonon radiative transitions 
in nanoscale silicon structures. The phonon-assisted transition dominates when 
nano cluster size is above 15-20 A. The zero-phonon transition is important for 
smaller dimensions. The radiative recombination is much slower in the indirect 
band gap materials than direct band gap ones. Therefore the light-emitting de­
vices are always made of direct band gap materials, not indirect band gap ones 
like silicon.
However, when Silicon atoms are formed as a quantum dot, the optical char­
acteristic are enhanced. When the Si atoms are brought together to form the 
Si nano cluster, the wave functions are mixing. It leads to the appearance of the 
direct transition. Delerue and co-authors [141] have investigated the theoretical 
nature of the optical transition in Si nanocluster. The radiative recombination 
rate in the spherical silicon nanocrystals is low and decreases for a smaller band 
gap because of the indirect bulk band gap. It demonstrates that the electron-hole 
recombination rapidly drops at the 2.0 eV cluster band gap. J. P Wilcoxon and 
co-authors [142] have studied the optical and electronic properties of Si nano clus­
ters in the size range 2-10 nm. The optical absorption data suggests that the 
bulklike properties are retained down to the smallest sizes produced (~1.8 nm 
diameter). Stefano Ossicini [143] reported that the hydrogenated Si particles of 
the order of 10 to 20 A can preserve the character of the bulk Si indirect gap 
transition. Lin-Wang Wang and Alex Zunger [144] have studied the absorption 
spectra and static dielectric constant of Si quantum dot by using the Quantum 
mechanical pseudopotential calculation. They have found that for quantum dot 
with d > 20 A the bulklike indirect properties has occurred. Shang Yuan Ren 
and co-authors [131] have calculated the density of states of Si nanoclusters in
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different diameters. The calculations have shown that the bulk features appear 
for the Si > 35 atoms.
To study the optical transition between ei and hi of Silicon nanocrystals pas­
sivated by Hydrogen atoms, we theoretically calculate the squared modulus of the 
optical matrix element of the ground state ei and hi transition as a function of the 
diameters in Figure 8.11. We also investigate direct to indirect transition relation 
of the hydrogenated Silicon nano clusters as a function of the diameters. Then 
we compare the lowest Si nanocrystal size in which the bulk-like property has 
been preserved with the experiment from J. P Wilcoxon and co-authors’ report 
[142] and theoretical calculations from Stefano Ossicini’s [143] and Alex Zunger’s 
[144] data. The theoretical calculation shows that the magnitude of the optical 
matrix elements is sensitive with the diameters. It demonstrates that the squared 
modulus of optical matrix element becomes smaller as the increasing diameters. 
We have found that the direct to indirect optical transition changes as a function 
of the diameters. At the diameter > 15 A, the squared of optical matrix element 
rapidly drops. It means that the indirect optical transition has occurred. It also 
indicates that the smallest diameter of the Silicon nanocrystal which retains the 
bulk-like property is 15 A. In subsection 8.3.1, we have calculated the electronic 
structure of nanocrystals. In Figure 8.2 and 8.3, the electron and hole states 
are weakly discrete with the increasing diameters of Si nanocrystal. The energy 
states are not clearly distinguishable when the diameter is approximately greater 
than 15 A as shown in Figure 8.2 and 8.3. The energy bands form and the bulk 
features appear. These graphs also illustrate that the indirect transition of nan­
ocluster occurs at the diameter 15 A. The calculations from energy band and the 
optical matrix element method provide the same results. The results from these 
two methods can express the smallest bulk-like diameter and the indirect optical 
transition. However, the optical matrix element approach presents the numerical 
calculation which can be compared with the other calculations or experiments. 
In the following, we will compare our squared modulus of the optical matrix ele­
ment of the ground-state transition with A. D. Andreev and E. P. OReilly’s result 
[118]. The numerical value from sp^s* empirical tight-binding method is quite 
consistent with the experiment and theoretical calculations.
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After studying the optical matrix element of the ground-state transition of Si 
nanocrystals, we compare our calculation with A. D. Andreev and E. P. OReilly’s 
result [118]. They presented a theoretical analysis of the optical matrix element 
between the electron and hole ground states in InA s/G a As quantum dots modeled 
with a truncated pyramidal shape. They used an eight-band k.p Hamiltonian to 
calculate the QD electronic structure. The results indicated the ground state 
optical matrix element is very sensitive to variations in both the QD size and 
shape. The squared modulus of the optical matrix element of the ground-state 
transition of the smallest InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD height =  2.0 nm) is 
approximately equal to 0.4 unit of where is the interband momentum 
matrix element. In case of the smallest Si nanocrystal (d =  7.5 A), the squared 
modulus of the optical matrix element of the ground-state transition is equal 
to 10“  ^ unit of P^, where is the interband momentum matrix element. The 
comparison demonstrates that the squared modulus of the optical matrix element 
of the ground-state transition of InAs/GaAs quantum dot is much higher than 
one of hydrogenated Silicon nanocrystal. Gompared to HI-V quantum dots. Si 
nano crystal has an inefficient optical property.
8.4 Conclusion
In this work, we show that the electronic structure of the IV group nano crystal 
passivated by hydrogen atoms, from small to large size, can be calculated by 
means of the sp^s* empirical tight-binding method. We have studied the band 
gap evolution of hydrogenated nanocrystals as a function of the diameters. It 
demonstrates that the band gap becomes smaller as increasing dot sizes. The 
calculation of the lowest conduction and highest valence band is consistent with 
the other calculations. We discuss in detail the theoretical calculations on the 
optical transition of Si nano cluster. The squared modulus of the optical matrix 
element for the ground electron-hole transition is sensitive with the diameters of 
the Si nanocrystals. At the diameter above 15 A, the squared modulus of optical 
matrix element rapidly drops. It means that the indirect optical transition has 
occurred. It shows that the smallest diameter of the Silicon nanocrystal which 
retains the bulk-like manner is not less than 15 A. This numerical results are quite
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Figure 8.11: The squared modulus of the optical matrix element for the ground 
state electron-hole transition in Si nano crystal as a function of the diameter. The 
value of the squared modulus of the optical matrix element is given in units of 
where is the interband momentum matrix element [118].
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consistent with the experiment and theoretical calculation by others. Finally, the 
squared modulus of the optical matrix element of the ground-state transition 
of InAs/GaAs quantum dot is much higher than one of hydrogenated Silicon 
nanocrystal.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
9.1 Conclusion
Semiconductor quantum dots are of particular interest, both for foundamental 
research and possible applications. Quantum dots are considered to be the zero­
dimensional object called artificial atoms. The shape and electronic properties 
can be manipulated by changing the sizes, quantum dot and surrounding mate­
rial. To understand the electronic structure of quantum dots, simulation is one of 
the most important keys. In this work, we have developed the numerical models 
to study the strain distribution by minimizing the strain energy from the Valence 
Force Field. The piezoelectricity can be obtained by solving the three dimen­
sional Poisson’s equation. Then we implement the sp^s* empirical tight-binding 
approach to study the electronic and optical properties. The tight-binding ma­
trix elements up to the first-nearest neighbor interaction are considered. After 
developing these models, we implement to investigate the electronic structure and 
possible application of quantum dot in the view of Quantum Computation.
We implement these models to study the electronic structure of type-II quan­
tum dots, considering GaSb/GaAs and InSb/InP which have not widely been 
investigated before. The dependence of the FGG super cell dimensions on the 
overlap between ei and hi state of type-II quantum dot is investigated. The 
calculation expresses that the squared modulus of the optical matrix element 
of the ground-state energy transition declines as increasing the FGG super cell 
sizes. The results demonstrate that the band gap of the type-II quantum dot
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become smaller with the increasing dot sizes. Our investigation shows tha t con­
finement exists only for the hole states. Then we study the dependence of the 
Arsenide and Phosporous composition on the ground-state transition energy of 
GaAsxSbi-x/GaAs  and InPxSbi-x/I'iT'P quantum dot, respectively. The calcu­
lation expresses that the ground-state transition energy increases with the in­
creasing Arsenide composition owning to the infiuence of the GaAs tight-binding 
parameters on GaAsxSbi-x tight-binding parameters and the band-edge positions 
which provides behavior similar to InPxSbi-x! q u a n t u m  dot. Finally, the 
PL calculation of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot is quite consistent with experiment 
from Muller-Kirsch and co-authors and 8-band k.p method.
We show the electronic structure of the IV group nanocrystal passivated 
by hydrogen atoms. We have studied the band gap evolution of hydrogenated 
nanocrystals as a function of the diameters. It demonstrates that the band gap 
becomes smaller as increasing dot sizes. The calculation of the lowest conduction 
and highest valence band is consistent with the other calculations. The squared 
modulus of the optical matrix element for the ground electron-hole transition is 
sensitive with the diameters of the Si nano crystals. At the diameter above 15 
A, the squared modulus of optical matrix element rapidly drops. It means that 
the indirect optical transition has occurred. It shows that the smallest diameter 
of the Silicon nanocrystal which retains the bulk-like manner is 15 A. This nu­
merical results are quite consistent with the experiment from J. P Wilcoxon and 
co-authors’ report [142] and theoretical calculations from Stefano Ossicini’s [143], 
Alex Zunger’s [144] and Shang Yuan Ren and co-authors’ [131] data.
In the final work, we have carried out the numerical investigation of the Quan­
tum leakage of double quantum dot in the external electric field. The analysis of 
the wave functions show that the electric field can tune the localized character 
of the bonding-like and the antibonding-like electron states which are consis­
tent with Strozecka and co-authors’ calculations [89]. The results demonstrate 
that the infiuence of the higher excited states mainly depends on the inter-dot 
distance, dot size and the amplitude of the pulse. The infiuence of the higher 
excited states will be strong when the amplitude of the pulse and the InAs dot 
size become large and the inter-dot distance has lessened.
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We then have found that the degree of the quantum leakage strongly depends 
on the inter-dot distance, dot size and the amplitude of the pulse. When the 
inter-dot distance increases, the Quantum leakage regularly declines because the 
higher excited states will move away from the two-level system. The Quantum 
leakage can dominate, when the amplitude of the pulse and dot size become large 
because the higher excited states move toward to the two-level system. In order 
to satisfy Quantum Leakage { P q l  < 10"^), the amplitude of the pulse, dot size 
and the inter-dot distance have to be defined in the blue region in Figure 7.8 and
7.11.
In order to satisfy the requirement of the qubit in quantum computing for the 
double quantum dot, the probability to find the electron in one of two quantum 
dot should be oscillated in the range from 0.0 to 1.0. The inter-dot distance and 
the amplitude of the pulse should become large. In term of the InAs dot size, 
the double quantum dot can be represented as a Qubit in all of the dot sizes as 
a function of the electric fields. Finally we have theoretically confirmed that the 
two-level approximation can work well in the double quantum dot if the external 
electric pulse is used to manipulate the dynamic of quantum states.
9.2 Future Work
Having investigated the electronic structure and optical properties of the type-II 
quantum dots and IV nano crystals and the application of the quantum dot in 
the view of Quantum Computation, called Quantum Leakage, we have justified 
that there are some work that can be developed further. The future works are 
demonstrated in the following:
In these models, our calculations can deal with one million atom structure. 
The largest dot size is 10.00 nm base width. Therefore we attem pt to modify our 
models to study a large size of the quantum dots by running in the Supercomputer 
or Cluster.
In this thesis, we have implemented our models to investigate the electronic 
structure of III-V self-assemble quantum dots, in both type-I and type-II band 
alignment. To study in a variety of quantum dot materials, we aim to implement
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these models to theoretically study the electronic structure and optical properties 
of II-VI and nitride quantum dots with the zinc-blende structure.
In chapter 7: Quantum Leakage in quantum dot molecule, we have studied 
the degree of the Quantum leakage on the geometry of the double quantum dot 
(in particular dot size and inter-dot distance) and the amplitude of the electric 
pulse. The calculations show that the Quantum Leakage mainly depends on the 
dot size, inter-dot distance and the amplitude of the electric pulse. Then we 
attem pt to investigate further the dependence of the double quantum dot shapes 
(box, pyramid, len, sphere, cylinder and cone) on the Quantum Leakage. In 
this chapter, we only study the identical double quantum dot so we attem pt to 
investigate the effect of the non-identical double quantum dot on higher excited 
states.
In chapter 8: IV nano crystals, we have study the electronic structure of the IV 
nano clusters, Silicon and Germanium. Therefore we attem pt to implement our 
models to study the electronic structure and optical properties of III-V and II-VI 
nanocrystals. Then the comparisons between our models and other calculations 
{sp^(Ps* empirical tight-binding and empirical pseudopotential method) will be 
demonstrated.
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A ppendix A  
sp^s* ETB Code
subroutine to calculate the matrix elements of the sp3s* ETB 
which has been written in Fortan. The sp3s* ETB considers the 
interaction up to the first nearest neighbours.
subroutine H_QD( )
print *, ’sp3s*^
Axis transformation
ax(l) = nx 
ax (2) = ny 
ax (3) = nz
Bondtype of GaAs and InAs
bontype(4) = bonGaAs 
bontype(5) = bonlnAs
Reset all values for the matrix
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col = 0 
row = 0
do i = 1, t_atom 
positions & kind
1 -> X
2 -> y
3 -> z
4 -> kind of atom
ri(l) = rid(i, 1) 
ri(2) = rid(i, 2) 
ri(3) = rid(i, 3) 
kindi = rid(i, 4)
do orbi = 1 , 5  
orbi (orbital) is defined as
1 -> s
2 -> px
3 -> py
4 -> pz
5 -> s*
row = row + 1 
non_zero = 0
do j = 1, t_atom 
rj(l) = rid(j, 1) 
rj(2) = rid(j, 2) 
rj(3) = ridCj, 3) 
kindj = ridCj, 4)
do orbj = 1 , 5  
col = col + 1
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if ( i .eq. j ) then
if ( orbi .eq. orbj ) then
! on-site Hamiltnian
if( kindi .eq. 3.0 ) then
nl = rid(nesh(i, 1), 4)
n2 = rid(nesh(i, 2), 4)
n3 = rid(nesh(i, 3), 4)
n4 = rid(nesh(i, 4), 4)
knl = kindi + nl 
kn2 = kindi + n2 
kn3 = kindi + n3 
kn4 = kindi + n4
Ed_av = ( Ed(knl, orbi) + Ed(kn2, orbi) + &
Ed(kn3, orbi) + Ed(kn4, orbi) ) / 4.0
else
Ed_av = Ed(kindi, orbi) 
end if
Store the non-zero elements in Hetb
non_zero = non_zero + 1 
jcol(row, non_zero) = col 
Hetb(row, non_zero) = Ed_av
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! Store the non-zero elements in Precondition tb_dia 
!
tb_dia(row, 1) = Ed_av 
jcol_dia(row, 1) = col
end if
else
! off-site Hamiltonian
do ne = 1, 4
nei_num(ne) = nesh(i, ne) 
end do
nat = count( nei_num .eq. j, dim = 1 )
if( nat .gt. 0 ) then
do nv = 1, 3
rijb = rid(j, nv) 
relij = rsh(j, nv) 
del = rid(i, nv) - rijb
if ( rid(i, nv) .It. rid(j, nv) ) then
if ( dabs(del) .gt. toi ) then
rijb = rijb - ax(nv)
relij = relij - ax(nv) * al 
end if
else if ( rid(i, nv) .ge. rid(j, nv) ) then
if ( dabs(del) .gt. toi ) then
rijb = rijb + ax(nv)
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relij = relij + ax(nv) * al 
end if
end if
dij(nv) = rid(i, nv) - rijb 
relaxij(nv) = rsh(i, nv) - relij
end do
Strain Dependent part
bondij=dsqrt(relaxij(1) ** 2 + relaxij(2) ** 2 &
+ relaxij(3) ** 2) 
kindij = kindi + kindj 
bondO = bontype(kindij) 
dbond = bondO / bondij 
st_bond = dbond ** nkl
! = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = : = = =
dij2=dsqrt(relaxij(1) ** 2 + relaxij(2) ** 2 &
+ relaxij(3) ** 2)
relaxij(1) = relaxij(1) / dij2
relaxij(2) = relaxij(2) / dij2
relaxij(3) = relaxij(3) / dij2
! Call the overlap parameters
Call Hopping_parameter( kindi, kindj, orbi, orbj, relaxij. Hop)
!
! Store the non-zero elements in Hetb
I
non_zero = non_zero + 1
jcol(row, non_zero) = col
Hetb(row, non_zero) = Hop * st_bond
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end if 
end if 
end do 
end do 
col = 0
end do 
end do
print *, ^End H_QD^ 
end subroutine H_QD 
(21)
End of the subroutine
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A ppendix B
3D Iso-Surface Code
% Program to plot the wave function of QDs (Electron and Hole) states 
% which is written in Matlab. The input parameters are calculated from 
% the tight-binding approach. The wave functions are illustrated as 
7o 3D iso-surfaces.
clc
7o clear
% Set up the Render type to OpenGL 
set(gcf,'Renderer ^ ^ OpenGL');
% Imput the parameters to plot the wave functions
A = importdata(’C:\Documents and Settings\toto\Desktop\GaSb_GaAs\wfle.datO;
B = importdata( ^ C : \Documents and Settings\toto\Desktop\GaSb_GaAs\wf2e .dat O  ;
E = importdata(^C:\Documents and Settings\toto\Desktop\GaSb_GaAs\qdshape.dat’);
7,7,
7, store the data in: 
7, Xi -> X 
7, Yi -> y 
7, Zi -> z
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% Wi -> the probability 
7o Q -> quantum dot shape
count = 0 
endx = 48 
endy = 48 
endz = 120; 
for i = 1:endx
for j = 1:endy
for k = 1 :endz
count = count + 1; 
Xl(i,j,k) = A(count, 1) 
Yl(i,j,k) = A(count, 2) 
Zl(i,j,k) = A(count, 3) 
Wl(i,j,k) = A(count, 4)
X2(i,j,k)
Y2(i,j,k)
Z2(i,j,k)
W2(i,j,k)
B(count, 1) 
B(count, 2) 
B(count, 3) 
B(count, 4)
Q(i,j,k) = E(count, 4);
end
end
end
7o7o set the isosurface to be smooth 
Wl = smooth3(Wl, 'box', 5)
Wl = smooth3(Wl, 'box', 5)
Wl = smooth3(Wl, 'box', 5)
W2 = smooth3(W2, 'box', 5) 
W2 = smooths(W2, 'box', 5) 
W2 = smooths(W2, 'box', 5)
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Q = smooths(Q, 'box', 5);
Q = smooths(Q, 'box', 5);
Q = smooths(Q, 'box', 5);
cl = 0.4; 
c2 = 0.4;
%% Wave function state#le 
% 0.5 max 
alpha(cl); 
hold on
p = patch(isosurface(XI, Yl, Zl, Wl, max(max(max(Wl))) * 0.75));
set(p,'FaceColor','red','EdgeColor','none');
camlight;
lighting phong;
alpha(cl);
% QD shape 
alpha(c2); 
hold on
p = patch(isosurface(Xl, Yl, Zl, Q, max(max(max(Q))) * 0.75));
set(p,'FaceColor','green','EdgeColor','none');
camlight;
lighting phong;
alpha(c2);
view([40 30]) % Azimuth and elevation 
axis tight 
hold off
7o7o Wave function state#2e 
figure(2)
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% 0.5 max 
alpha(cl); 
hold on
p = patch(isosurface(X2, Y2, Z2, W2, max(max(max(W2))) * 0.75));
set(p,'FaceColor','red/ ,'EdgeColor','none');
camlight;
lighting phong;
alpha(cl);
% QD shape 
alpha(c2); 
hold on
p = patch(isosurface(X2, Y2, Z2, Q, max(max(max(Q))) * 0.75));
set(p,'FaceColor','green','EdgeColor','none');
camlight;
lighting phong;
alpha(c2);
view([40 30]) % Azimuth and elevation 
axis tight 
hold off
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A ppendix C 
sp^s* ETB in Electric Field Code
subroutine to calculate the matrix elements of the sp3s* ETB 
inside the external electric field which has been written in Fortan. 
The sp3s* ETB considers the interaction up to the first neeirest 
neighbours. The external electric field is calculated by including 
the dipole matrix elements between atomic orbitals on the same atoms
subroutine H_QD_EField( Efield, axE )
Axis transformation
ax(l) = nx 
ax (2) = ny 
ax (3) = nz
Bondtype of GaAs and InAs
bontype(4) = bonGaAs 
bontype(5) = bonlnAs
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! Reset all values for the matrix 
!
col = 0 
row = 0
do i = 1, t_atom 
positions & kind
1 -> X
2 -> y
3 -> z
4 -> kind of atom
ri(l) = rid(i, 1) 
ri(2) = rid(i, 2) 
ri(3) = rid(i, 3) 
kindi = rid(i, 4)
do orbi = 1, 5 
orbi (orbital) is defined as
1 -> s
2 -> px
3 -> py
4 -> pz
5 -> s*
row = row + 1 
non_zero = 0
do j = 1, t_atom 
rj(l) = rid(j, 1) 
rj(2) = rid(j, 2) 
rj(3) = rid(j, 3) 
kind] = rid(j, 4)
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do orbj = 1, 5 
col = col + 1
if ( i .eq. j ) then
if ( orbi .eq. orbj ) then
! on-site Hamiltonian
if( kindi .eq. 3.0 ) then
nl = rid(nesh(i, 1), 4)
n2 = rid(nesh(i, 2), 4)
n3 = rid(nesh(i, 3), 4)
n4 = rid(nesh(i, 4), 4)
knl = kindi + nl
kn2 = kindi + n2
kn3 = kindi + n3
kn4 = kindi + n4
Ed_av =( Ed(knl, orbi) + Ed(kn2, orbi) + &
Ed(kn3, orbi) + Ed(kn4, orbi) ) / 4.0
else
Ed_av = Ed(kindi, orbi) 
end if
ez = rsh(i, 3)
non_zero = non_zero + 1
jcol(row, non_zero) = col
Hetb(row, non_zero) = Ed_av + Efield * ez
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tb_dia(row, 1) = Ed_av + Efield * ez 
jcol_dia(row, 1) = col
else
! Dipole moment due to the electric field
Call Dipole_moment( orbi, orbj, kindi, dipole, axis )
if ( axE .eq. axis ) then 
delta_ax = 1.0
else
delta_ax =0. 0 
end if
non_zero = non_zero + 1 
jcol(row, non_zero) = col
Hetb(row, non_zero) = Efield * dipole * delta_ax
end if 
else
! off-site Hamiltonian
do ne = 1, 4
nei_num(ne) = nesh(i, ne) 
end do
nat = count( nei_num .eq. j, dim = 1 )
if( nat .gt. 0 ) then 
do nv = 1, 3
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rijb = rid(j, nv) 
relij = rsh(j, nv) 
del = rid(i, nv) - rijb
if ( rid(i, nv) .It. rid(j, nv) ) then
if ( dabs(del) .gt. toi ) then 
rijb = rijb - ax(nv) 
relij = relij - ax(nv) * al 
end if
else if ( rid(i, nv) .ge. rid(j, nv) ) then
if ( dabs(del) .gt. toi ) then 
rijb = rijb + ax(nv) 
relij = relij + ax(nv) * al 
end if
end if
dij(nv) = rid(i, nv) - rijb 
relaxij(nv) = rsh(i, nv) - relij
end do
Strain Dependent part
bondij=dsqrt(relaxij(1) ** 2 + relaxij(2) ** 2 & 
+ relaxij(3) ** 2) 
kindij = kindi + kindj 
bondO = bontype(kindij) 
dbond = bondO / bondij
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St bond = dbond ** nkl
dij2=dsqrt(relaxij(1) ** 2 + relaxij(2) ** 2 
+ relaxij(3) ** 2)
relaxij(1) = relaxij(1) / dij2
relaxij(2) = relaxij(2) / dij2
relaxij(3) = relaxij(3) / dij2
Call Hopping_parameter( kindi, kindj, orbi, orbj, relaxij. Hop)
Store the non-zero elements in Hetb
non_zero = non_zero + 1
jcol(row, non_zero) = col
Hetb(row, non_zero) = Hop * st_bond
end if 
end if 
end do 
end do 
col = 0 
end do 
end do
print *, 'End H_QD' 
end subroutine H_QD_EFIELD
(25)
End of the subroutine
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